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On Thanksgiving Day a well-at- j
tender! service was held at First
Church of Christ, Scientist. The
service war. opened with the sing
ing of Hymn No. 371. We lift our
hearts in praise. The First Reader
read the Thanksgiving Proclama-,
tion of Gov. Barrows, and a Scrip-,
tural selection taken from Psalms
96: 1-13.
Following this the congregation
wa.s requested to Join in a few
moments of silent prayer, which
was Immediately followed by the
audible repetition of the Lord's
Praver with its spiritual interpre
tation as given ln thc Christian
8clence textbook. "Science and
Health with Key to the Scrip- ,
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Hymn No. 30. Love, by Mary
Baker Eddy, continued the order
of service.
The subject of the lesson-sermon'
was "Thanksgiving.” the Oolden'
Text being from Psalms: "Rejoice;
in thc Lord, ye righteous; and give]
thanks at the remembrance of his
holiness." (Psalms 97:12). One of
the Scriptural passages contained
in the Iesson-Sermon was from'
Psalms: “Praise ye the Lord O
give thanks unto the Lord; for he
is good: for his mercy endureth
Exalted Ruler Percy L. McPhee
forever." (Psalms 106:1).
Among the correlative passages lunch will be served. The exer
from the Christian Science text cises will be under the direction
book was the following: "How of Exalted Ruler Percy L. McPhee.
empty are our conceptions of who has arranged the following
Deity!
We admit theoretically program:
that Ood is good, omnipotent, om Orchestra Selection.
Ceremonies.
nipresent. infinite, and then we try Opening
Exalted Ruler and &qulre
to give Information to this infinite Invocation.
Lodge Chaplain. Randall Marshall
Mind
We plead for 'unmerited Selection
By request—The Holy
pardon and for a liberal outpour
City.
Rossini
ing of benefactions Are we really Roll Call. Marlon Harvey
grateful for the good already re
Exalted Ruler and Secretary
Selection,
ceived? Then we shall avail our Orchestra
Altar Exercises.
Exalted Ruler and Lodge Officers
selves of the blessings we have,
Trumpet Duet.
agul thus be fitted to receive more." Solo Marion
and Dudley Harvey
After a solo entitled A Song of Eulogy.
Hon
B C. Redonnett
Thanksgiving, brief testimonies ex
"Auld Lang Syne."
Audience Is requested to rise and
pressing gratitude for healing, re
generation and spiritual growth as Benediction.Join In singing
Lodge Chaplain. Randall Marshall
a result of the application of
Christian Science, were given by
Rockland Lodge has lost three
members of the congregation.
members the past year—James
The closing hymn was No. 16. Jones. Joseph Dondis and Lafayette
As sings the mountain stream, W. Benner.
after which the First Reader read
the Scientific Statement of Being
Outstanding in State activities is
from thc Christian Science text j the appearance of Carl J. Hambro,
book and the correlative Scripture | in a lecture at the Winter Street
according to I John 3: 1-3. The Congregational Church in Bath
benediction from Colosslans 3:15, next Thursday. Mr. Hambro who
was president of the Norwegian
16. concluded the service.
Parliament and Chairman of the
DISTRICT MASONIC MEETING
Foreign Relations Committee in
Amity Lodge of Masons will be Norway at the time of the German
host to the Lodges of the Seventh invasion, will have as his subject
Masonic District at a district meet “What Happened In Norway.” An
ing at Camden Masonic Temple influential worker in the League of
Monday. Most Worshipful Harold Nations and second in power to
Harold H. Murchie. Grand Master, King Haakon, Hambro fled with his
and other officers of the Grand King before the advancing Nazi
Lodge wlll be present at the meeting horded in Norway and came to
which is expected to attract mem America via Scotland. He says that
bers from a considerable distance. it was only because of the interven
The Master Mason degree will be tion of thc British Expeditionary
worked on one candidate by visiting Fcrcc that King Haakon and his
officers from the several Lodges in ministers were able to escape thc
the district. Supper will be served onslaught and set up government in
at 6 30 o’clock by Seaside Chapter London. No tickets are being sold
for the Bath lecture but a silver col
of the Eastern Star.
lection will be taken for Norwegian
Comrades of the Way will hold a Relief. Further details may be ob
supper meeting in the vestry of the tained by communicating with H.
Congregational Church Sunday at O. Heistad. Rockport, who is co6 p. m. Members whose surnames chairmn with Rev. Joseph O. Pur
begin with letters from the first due of Bath for Norwegian Relief
halt of the aphabet are to take in this part of Maine.
sandwiches, others sweets Water
The regular meeting of the Con
will be served instead of the usual
hot chocolate, and the amount saved gregational Woman's Association
will be added to the Comrades' con has been postponed from Dec. 4
tribution to the Kncx County Rural to Dec. Il because of the Circle sup
per on the same date.
Religious Education program.

AN UNNECESSARY CHRISTMAS BILL
Incorrectly and incompletely addressed mail and gifts at
Christmas represents over a million dollars' loss in money as well
as much disappointment to thousands of senders and nonreceivers.
Be sure your Christmas cards and gifts reach thelr
destination on time. Save your own time and money and help
thr postman.

CHECK YOUR MAILING LIST
Use the CITY DIRECTORY for up-to-date addresses, avail
able at most business houses.
For out of town addresses use thc Directory Library main
tained at the Rockland Chamber of Commerce, by thc II. A.
Manning Co., your Directory Publishers. You will flnd a file of
City Directories of other communities there for free reference.
If you desire to secure an address from a Directory which
is not on file at your local Directory Library, please request the
Libiarian in charge to write, or write direct to the II. A. Manning
Co., 277 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y.. where a complete
Library of over 1000 City Directories covering the whole North
American continent is on flic. If you do this early enough, the
publishers of your Directory will be glad to co-operate to secure
any address In any city which you may require. Please enclose
stamped, addressed envelope for your reply.

MAIL EARLY!!!
Be sure your Christmas mail is completely addressed. Just
the name and city without street and number is insufflreint In
formation to insure prompt delivery during the Christmas rush.
The City Directory gives complete Christian names and
initials, streets and numbers.

H. A. MANNING COMPANY
YOUR CITY DIRECTORY PUBLISHERS
SPRINGFIELD AND BOSTON, MASS., AND
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
Best Wishes for a Merry Christmas and a New Year of Peace and
Prosperity
I
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[EDITORIAL]
THE NATIONAL GRANGE

Ir. this issue and the one which will follow It will be found
brief installments summarizing the acts of the National
Giange at Its annual convention in Syracuse, N. Y. The
report is official, and though the convention has passed into
history, there ls much information in these two articles wrich
did not appear in the daily newspapers, and it can be easily
and quickly digested by the busy farmer. *The CourierGazette gladly passes it on, as the Orange ls the largest or
ganization ln Knox County, and this newspaper is making a
special effort to keep abreast of the happenings which take
place at the sessions of the subordinate branches. Among the
most important declarations made at the Syracuse conven
tion was the following:
"For the purpose of maintaining the Orange principle of
‘Protection for all or protection for none.’ with respect to any
crop or crops having an exportable surplus, or Incapable of
adequate protection by means of embargo, tariff or excise
taxes, we recommend that a plan be made available for agri
cultural producers which would provide an American price for
the American-consumed portion of the crop. Such a plan
should be applied to a crop only upon the voluntary approval
of at least two-thirds of the producers of such crop; should
provide a ready market by establishing control reserves; cre
ate credit to supply an orderly marketing program; furnish a
method of levying excise taxes on competitive foreign imports
to protect the marketing program; and should have available
for use when the producers so vote, a two-prlce system which
will make it possible to market the domestically-consumed por
tion of the commodity at a price comparable with that enjoyed
by Labor and Industry; and enable the organized producer to
retain hts surplus, sell it on the world market, or release lt for
domestic competitive uses If and when needed for such pur
poses The marketing machinery under this program should
be set up to best protect the national well-being and the
family-sized farm.”
WHY MISS HANSON CHANGED
It ls not uncommon for a person to change political allegi
ance ln advance of an election, but lt Is not often done after
ward. especially abdication from the party which has won a
substantial victory. Hence there was an expression of con
siderable surprise the other day when Helen N Hanson of
Calais, who has served on the Democratic National Committee,
announced that she had joined the Republican party. She had
done so, she said, "convinced that the safeguards of the Na
tional Constitution are. ln a peculiar and challenging sense,
necessarily henceforth in the keeping of the Republican
party.” Miss Hanson is the daughter of a former member of
Maine's Supreme Judicial Court. With no material gain to
be derived from the change there can be no suspicion of
'grandstanding” on Miss Hanson's part—no questioning of
her earnestness and sincerity.

GOOD OLD BAND DAYS
The Courier-Gazette has seldom inaugurated a depart
ment with a stronger local appeal than the one which is now
running in those columns under the caption "The Good Old
Days of the Local Bands.” It deals with men and incidents
closely associated with Rockland's musical affairs in the last
several decades, perpetuating matters which would pass out
of mind with the lapse of years and the gradual decline ln the
ranks of oldtimers Rockland has had in the past, as it still
has today, some splendid bands and some musicians whose
reputations have extended far beyond the Knox County bor
ders. Who ls Iree Member? Many are asking that question,
some may have their suspicions, and possibly some may know.
For the time being he prefers to remain anonymous, but the
temptation to reveal his identity is one which may not be per
manently resisted. Four more sketches are in hand, and it is
hoped that a new series may quickly follow.
TRADE CONDITIONS IMPROVE

The Bureau of the Census In Washington saw a decided
gain In wholesale trade conditions ln Maine last year, accord
ing to advices received by it by The Courier-Gazette.
Wholesale trade in Maine in 1939 amounted to $165,848,000
which was 29 7 percent higher than in 1935. the figure for that
year being $127,840,000. the Census Bureau. Department of
Commerce, reported today. Wholesale trade in 1929 totaled
$189975,000 The average number of employes in Maine's
wholesale establishments increased from 6271 in 1935 to 7286
in 1939. In 1929, the number reported was 7304. In addition
to the 7286 employes ln 1939, there were 608 proprietors and
flrm members of unincorporated businesses. Maine's whole
sale payroll Increased from $8,427,000 in 1935 to $10,135,000
ln 1939. In 1939, Maine's wholesale establishments numbered
1032, compared with 970 in 1935 and 987 in 1929.
MUST NOT OCCUR AGAIN

(Herald Tribune)
The strike at the Vultee Aircraft Corporation has been
settled. The agreement seems a fair one, and the provision
substituting arbitration for strikes or lockouts during the life
of the contract is admirable, so far as it goes. But twelve days
have been irretrievably lost from the production schedule of
a large plant manufacturing planes essential to the American
defense effort, and more time will certainly be consumed in
resuming full operation. This is a check to the vital arma
ment program that Is Just as direct as a blow from a saboteur
or a hostile bomber. It must not occur again.
No group in the nation has a greater stake in the success
of the defense program than labor. Its leaders have spoken
much of ‘conserving labor's gains.” Those gains are sub
stantial: elaborate legislation protects standards of wages and
hours, the right of collective bargaining, conditions of employ
ment. All this, be it noted, to establish labor's privileges;
there ls virtually no machinery available to determine or en
force labor's corresponding obligations. Tlie men who are
summoned under the selective service act are not so fortunate;
their duties are fixed by law. Industry functions under the
threat of government operation, also written into law. But
labor's role ln arming America is that of a volunteer. If it
wishes to maintain that happy status, it must see to It that
the volunteer system works.
Many suggestions have been made for the establishment
of mediation boards, of "waiting periods" before strikes can be
called, and the like. These have proved successful in many
instances. But all such devices, including the grievance and
arbitration apparatus contained in the new Vultee contract,
will be futile unless both parties assume equal responsibility
for thelr efficient operation.
As things now stand, the responsibility for avoiding such
situations rests squarely on organized labor. Unfortunately,
the action of the American Federation of Labor in recognizing
this responsibility but failing to take any concrete measures
to meet it is not a very happy augury for the future. It is
doubtless true that to provide means whereby the Feder
ation could discipline officials of component unions would
abridge the A F. of L.’s cherished principle of autonomy, but
the alternative is Increased activity by law-enforcement
agencies and a heightened public temper that may be far more
serious for organized labor as a whole. The unions must
rise to this emergency. Labor has everything to gain by driving
through the defense program to a successful conclusion; It
has much to lose lf the public suspects it of sabotage; it has
everything to lose if the defense effort fails,

HIS MOTOR BOAT EXPLODED

Volume 95............ Number 144.

The Black Cat

Roy Manchester, Substitute Keeper At
Goose Rock Light, Perished Last
Night, But Saved the Mail
A half burned coat and the mail
for Goose Rock light, found last
night on Thomas Ledge can buoy,
told of grim tragedy ln Fox Island
Thoroughfare which cost the life
of Roy Manchester. 20, of Jones
port, a member of the White Head
Coast Guard who was serving as
substitute assistant keeper at
Goose Rock Light, two miles from
North Haven wharf.
Manchester left North Haven
shortly after 5 o'clock with mail
and supplies in a 16-foot power
boat which was not functioning
properly.
Evidently the craft
made brief progress from the dock
and broke down, drifting for a
considerable time, for at 8 o'clock
boys skiing on the North Haven
golf links heard cries for help and
saw a boat burst Into flames ln
mid thoroughfare.

A frantic phone call for help
from the boys sent motor boats
from the village rushing to the
rescue but ln vain. The search
was continued on the bay and
along the shores until 2 o'clock
this morning in hopes that the
young man had reached a ledge
or the shore. Apparently the
finding of the mail and coat indi
cated that he had reached Thomas
Ledge but slid off. Dragging opera
tion are being carried forward
this morning by the White Head
crew.
The regular assistant at Goose
Rock is on hospital leave with
young Manchester substituting. He
was returning to duty after a
Thanksgiving furlough spent at
Jonesport When the tragedy oc
curred.

EXPLAINED FOOD STAMP PLAN
Who Can Use the Stamps and the
Benefits Resulting Are Discussed In Detail

F.S.C.C.

F. S.C.C.

NON-TKANSl’KILlBLE
SlTlPLrS POOD OKDEB

SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS
SCRIBED BY THE SECRETARY

OFAGRICULTURE

Community Building auditorium
was thronged last night with citi
zens of Rockland anxious to learn
how they were to use the Food
Stamp Plan and how it would bene
fit them. The plan goes into ef
fect Monday, Dec. 2.
Mayor Veazie presided and was
assisted In his presentation of the
Plan by Norman Fitzpatrick and
Bernard Nutter of the Surplus
Foods Administration. The matter
was explained ln fullest detail and
a lively question period ensued.
In order to make the plan from
the users angle clear a full “ques
tion and answer" story is provided
herewith. It is worth saving as
a help to all who receive public
assistance In any form.

(By The Roving Reporter)
The Courier-Gazette offers to-, Christmas this year falls on Wed
day a year's subscription to the per nesday. Tlie Black Cat has put
son who will bring to this offlce be ln a requisition for warmer weather
fore Dec. 15 the best picture of a than Thanksgiving Day provided.
black cat. The only stipulation Is,
that lt shall be a cat owned in Rock-' The broad smile which illumi
land or near vicinity. That year's nates the countenance of our good
suscriptlon would come ln handy neighbor, Col. I. Leslie Cross, is due
Just now for a Christmas present. to hls recent successful negotiation
of hls 76th birthday. And lf there's
The enlisted strength of the U. S. anybody about town more active
Navy was last recorded as 172.000. physically or vocally, at that age, I
What will It be flve years hence have not learned his name. May
when we get to maintaining huge his shadow never grow less.
fleets ln both oceans?
A well known resident of Ward 7,
An Australian who has arrived at especially well known to all of the
Toronto for air training doesn't voters, made a pilgrimage to Juni
admire Canada girls because they per HIU yesterday In search of
“paint up too much" and Niagara evergreens to be used in decorating
Falls because “It was an awful let the Elks Home. Errand forgotten
down.” Both subjects have come he rushed back to the city, almost
in lor plenty of criticism. It Isn’t breathless, and with eyes apop.
quite clear how the Falls can be "There were three of ’em," he said;
reformed.
"I saw 'em with my own eyes and
I heard 'em snort!" It developed,
Passing through Brunswick the when he had recovered hls second
attention of many Knox County wind, that what he had seen was a
persons has been directed to the buck and two does. Unarmed, and
large and partly completed building not quite certain as to the animal's
at Harding's station. It is a fabri intentions, the alderman beat it.
cation plant where materials will
Thanks, "G.E.R.,” for photograph
be assembled for the Bath Iron
Works, and will cost complete about which wlll be used next issue, lf
$2,0C0.000. Development into an possible.
airport, with 9000-foot runways, is
The two bobcats shot by Charles
said to be a possibility.
H. McIntosh and still hanging In
William Caven while clamming on hls barn, are attracting a great
the shore at Clark Island found a deal of attention, and nobody can
"freak” which certainly does Inter be found who would like to have
est The Black Cat. It was the root had them as family pets. Para
of a tree with two clams embedded phrasing a well known expression,
ln It. The clams were still alive. , tlie only good bobcat is a dead bob
cat. Charlie will be able to collect
-O—
Distressed radio fans are lament a substantial sum ln the way of
ing a new Interference which oc bounties, and the skins will be con
curs with much frequency and verted Into rugs.
spoils reception while lt ls ln prog
One year ago: Charles W. Spear
ress. An investigation will be made.
of Thomaston was appointed deck
-O—
The manufacturer of the Teddy cadet to the new steamship Red
Bear, for many years a popular chil Jacket —Nancy J. Trlbou, 84, died
dren's toy, died recently in Chicago. ln Rockport,—Knox County gaso
Many adults who were children line dealers organized with Cleo
when the fad was ln vogue will re W Hopkins of Rockland as presi
call the hours of pleasure lt gave. dent.

10. Question: What foods may
be purchased with blue stamps?
Answer: Those products which
the Secretary of Agriculture de
clares from time to time to be
surplus. Lists are posted ln all
retail food stores and will be avail
> able to stamp recipients at the
Stamp Issuing Offlce.
11. Question: What merchants
can accept stamps?
Answer: All retail food merchants
and operators of established retail
food routes, who have signed a Re
tailer's Statement.
12. Question: Will a person us
ing blue stamps get exactly the
same quality of food as a person
who pays cash?
Answer: Yes—and at'the same
price.
*
How To Get and Use Orange and
13. Question: What can be
Blue Stamps
bought with orange stamps?
1. Question: Who is eligible to
Answer: Only food for human
bor's home a week before Halloween,
receive stamps?
| It was the last time I ever saw her,”
consumption. They cannot be used
Answer: Any householder living to buy beer, wine, liquor, tobacco,
said Mrs. Phelps. ‘‘I asked the au
within the corporate limits of huosehold necessities or food eaten
thorities to help find her, and if
Mrs.
John
B.
Phelps
Goes
Rockland. Maine, who has been in the store.
she cculd have been returned at
Monday To Reside In
certified by the Overseer of the
14. Question: Will merchants
that ttme, this dreadful thing would
poor of Rockland, as being eligible accept loose stamps?
Danforth, Where Husband probably never have happened.
for public assistance, Including the
Answer: No. Stamps must be
•'The night she did come back
Formerly Resided
following: WPA. Workers, Old taken out of the book at the time
home. I returned between 6 and 7,
Age Assistance (except one person of making a purchase.
Mrs. John B. Phelps, whose hus J and John told me she had gone
families). Aid to the Blind, Aid to
15. Question: Who can use the band awaits trial for the alleged away to get married. I told him
Dependent Children, City Relief stamps?
I slaying of his step-daughter, Alzada that if she felt that way perhaps
and State Relief.
Answer: Any member of the fam Pauline Young, leaves next Mon- it was better.”
2. Question: Who can buy ily or an authorized representative. I day for Danforth, thc former reslMrs Phelps says she ls unable to
stamps?
If the merchant docs not know the , dence of her husband, where she : furnish any clue which would aid
Answer: The head of the family person who brings in the stamp will make her future home. She the officers in finding the girl's
or his agent. Food merchants and book, he must request identifica | will be accompanied by her two missing head.
their employes cannot act as tion. A merchant or his employe young children, Rachel and Bern
She has resigned from her posi
agents.
cannot purchase food as an au ard, who will enter the town schools. tion at the Almshouse.
3. Question: Where can stamps thorized representative of a fam
Mrs. Phelps, In a conversation
be obtained?
with a Courier-Gazette reporter Y. P. C. U. INSTALLS
ily.
Answer: Stamps will be sold at
16. Question: Where can the yesterday, again asserted her com
The Senior YP.C.U. installed Its
the Stamp Issuing Office. Those stamps be used?
plete innocence in connection with
new officers in a candlelight Instal
eligible to buy stamps will be no
Answer: Only within the City the tragedy, and told verbatim thc
tified by letter of the address, day limits of Rockland. Maine.
details as she had related them to lation service Sunday night, those
and hours stamps are to be sold.
17. Question: Can stamps be the writer, on the morning that installed: Miles Sawyer and Rich
4. Question: What is necessary used to pay a bill or account?
Phelps alleged confession resulted ard Spear, co-presidents; Lincoln
when buying stamps?
in the finding of the girl's dismem McRae, Jr., and Virginia Bow
Answer: No.
Answer: Bring the following to
18. Question: Can a merchant bered remains.
ley, co-vlce presidents; Lucille
the Stamp Issuing Office:
"When Pauline went to a neigh Stanley ahd Priscilla Staples, co
give cash change when accepting
(a) The S.M.A. identification stamps?
secretaries; Dorothy Dimick and
card sent by mail.
Kathleen
Weed,
co-treasurers.
Answer: No. Merchants must
(b) Cash to buy orange stamps, issue an orange or blue stamp
Other officers are Ruth Seabury,
or food' order vouchers (orange credit slip for the difference.
Hazle Bohn. Douglas Cooper, Char
stamp purchase order).
19. Question: Can stamp books
lotte Staples and James Jordan.
(c) Used stamp book covers be left with food merchants?
Plans were made for a “poverty
after the second purchase.
Answer: No. At all times stamp
party” which was held last night at
5. Question: Must stamp book books must be held by the per
Community Building. Miss Bohn
covers be saved?
son to whom issued or hls author
had charge of the program, which
Answer: Yes. Covers must be ized agent.
included Initiation of new members,
turned in after the second pay
20. Question: Can stamps be
and decorations and refreshments
period to the Stamp Issuing Offlce transferred, traded or sold?
were in charge of Miss Bertha
to obtain additional stamps.
Answer: No. Stamps must be
Coombs.
6. Question: Can more stamps used only by the person to whom
be bought if book covers are lost? Issued or hls authorized agent. Any
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Answer: Yes. If the purchaser misuse of the stamps is a viola
signs an affidavit to that effect.
If I had my ltfe to live again
tion of Federal Law and punishable
would have made a rule to read eome
7. Question: How often may by fine and Imprisonment.
poetry and listen to eotne music at
stamps be obtained?
least once a week
The loee of thee*
21. Question: Can a person get
tastes ls a lose of happiness.—Chariee
Answer: As often as desired, pro back the money spent on orange
Darwin
vided the first amount obtained in stamps?
IF EVERY HOME HERE AN ALTAR
the pay period is equal to the mini
Answer: Yes. In case of emer
If every home were an altar
mum amount and the total amount gency, bring back the unused
Where holiest vows were paid.
obtained in the pay period does stamps, ln the same proportion as
And life's best gifts ln sacrament
Of purest love were laid:
not exceed the maximum.
issued, to the offlce of the Surplus
If every home were an altar
8. Question: Must stamps be Marketing Administration.
Where harsh or angry thought
obtained regularly?
Was cast aside for kindly one,
And true forgiveness sought;
Answer: Yes. Each time those
Lawrence Yates, son of Mr and
participating receive an assistance Mrs. W. A. Yates, graduate of Bal
If every home were an altar
Where hearts weighed down, with
check or other form of public as lard Business College class of 1939,
care
sistance.
Could flnd sustaining strength and
who has been in the employ of the
grace
9. Question: How are the stamps offioe of the Social Security De
In sweet uplift of prayer;
used?
partment in Baltimore for the past
Then solved would be earth's prob
Answer: Food merchants parti year has recently been promoted
lems.
Banished sin's curse and blight;
cipating in the plan will accept each to the Civil Aeornautlcs Authority
Richard Spear, only holder of For God's own love would radiate
orange or blue surplus stamp at of the War Department at Wash Eagle Scout badge in this section From every altar light.
Aunrtnv-Schooi Times
face value,
ington,
of the State

To Leave Rockland

A Coveted Honor

1

Every-Other-DaV
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prise the refreshment committee.
not the slightest heed to the big
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Girls are requested to take their
band. I know it must have been
Union Aid met last Thursday with
missionary offering.
THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK
impossible for them to hear their
Mrs. Emma Davis, a picnic dinner
The
Baptist
Mission
Circle
own instruments, yet they selected
Rockport High School
Jk Jk
being served at noon. Among the
LITTLE TOWN
regular white cross work meeting
My defence is of God, which their music, played it, selected an
SHIRLEY
T. WILLIAMS
guests were Rev. and Mrs. Sidney
[For The Courier-Oazette]
Students Re-enact the
will be held at Mrs. Dora Kallochs
saveth the upright in heart.—Ps. other and so on until their man
Packard of Camden and Rev. and
Correspondent
The
little
town;
a
fringe
of
Isle
Tuesday
at
2
o'clock.
7: 10.
Old Time Melodrama
ager had had enough and ordered
Orey green waters, and the tangy air Mrs. Vaughn Overman of Rockport.
«««S
C.A.C. will meet in the club Ragged shore Una—and a sandy road Mrs. Leland Winchenbach will be
them to vacate.
Funny little houses Jutting here and
With the house entirely sold out
Tel. 190
rooms Monday night at 7 o’clock.
It was a wild time in Bangor that
there
hostess Dec. 5.
for
both
nights,
the
Rockport
High
night. By that I do not mean that
Epworth Leaguers and their Once the center of the universe
Mrs. Ralph Benner, who has been
all other worlds revolved
! it was a drunken mob, far from it School Senior play was presented
Hon. Oliver L. Hall, State Li
guests had an enjoyable evening Round—which
to do It praise
a surgical patient at Knox Hospi
—I doubt if any liquor was used in at the Town hall Tuesday and Wed brarian, will give a lecture "Maine
j Wednesday at the Methodist vestry. Now ati unreal vacant space
that nomination. Yet, I repeat, it nesday by the Dramatic Club of the Humor and Maine Poetry" on the
Miss Olive Rowell assisted in plan- Mocking gauntness of the other days tal for two weeks, will soon return
OF
home.
was a wild time. There were sev- school before the largest audiences , a^er supper program Wednesday of
ning the games and refreshments [ Can it be that I'm still here
! eral candidates besides Mr. Cobb zation. In contrast to previous the Baptist Ladies Circle. Mrs.
were served under the direction &
thls
chm
Bnd
b
^
ren
plac
?
Funeral services were held last
There are no tears only a numbness
* J of Eugene Fales, Elmer Biggers
and the delegates milled about and plays, the production chosen this Grace M. Strout who is making
and the memory ol a loved voice Thursday for John M, Burns, 84,
By
—
still
lingers
, shouted and the crowd cheered each year was a revival of the old-time arrangements will also present a
' and Edwin Leach.
Rev. O. G. Barnard officiating. Mr.
The cry ot guils- and then the still
IREE MEMBER
! candidate lustily. It was confusion. favorite “Uncle Tom's Cabin," and musical program to be announced.
ness
Burns
is survived by two sons,
Friendly Club will meet at the A stillness
so loud It rings In thr
Now. about AI Sleeper. “Jid’ is whJ,e u would seem *a heavy play
Richard Bean has employment at
ears and clutches the heart with Jesse Burns and Lester Burns: and
home of Mrs. Greenleaf Wednes
Another well known
's usually rather quiet, but when a [or sucj, youthful actors and ac- Webber's Inn. and Sidney Bean, at
Icy Angers.
one daughter, Mrs. Olive Winchen
day at 7 o'clock.
Sunrise and eventide
A. F Sleeper of South The-", • i. ball game gets close, on such oc- i tresses, yet it was staged in a near the Knox Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Anderson And all my dreamlmt for a little while bach. Interment was in Cove cemeI tery.
He is the dean of tuber and E '■'» casions as the Bangor time, his profes3jona] manner, under the di
Wilson Carter is home enjoying |
and daughter of Topsham were Until the Anal setting of the tun
On the little town, the fringe of Isle.
fervor and earnestness is a thing tj rectjon of Richard Thomas of the ten davs' leave from Damariscove
holiday guests of his parents Mr.
B flat bass players in this se;'1 t swear by and it was a delight to faculty.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hooper are
*
Mrs. Vincent A. Marce
Coast Guard Station.
and Mrs. Edwin Anderson.
I leaving soon to pass the Winter in
and played string bass in orche-t i
San Francisco
el
that n:"ht in Bangor
He
Each
Each member of the cast 'was
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnsen of
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of
• led he. he started mill- master of his or her part, and the
for many years. He is also one o
•t It It M
Pleasant Point entertained a fam
t in i'.ie band ranks and scenic effects were carried out in Turner. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Roy of
Maine's front rank prompters, or ing i
THE
POET
ily dinner party Thanksgiving
• 1 his way into the an unusually realistic manner. Buckfleld. and Parker Merriam of
[For The Courier-Oazette]
dance caller. Quadrilles and other ' fli.a.
Day. those in the group being Mr.
,::e
crowd and the blasts Worthy of special mention among Camden were guests Thanksgiving
| edge
In lovely rhyme and rhythm
Day
of
Mrs.
Albert
Robinson.
“square" dances are now almost a emanu
and
Mrs.
Weston
Young
and
Mr.
He gives us many a thought
• f. m that poor tubar the latter were the escape of Eliza
With pleasure to our spirits
Miss Blanche Henry of DoverTills is Miss June Freeman who'and Mrs. Warren Knights and
thing of the past, but time was were eai-splitting,
With Inspiration fraught
across the ice, the falling snow and Foxcroft and Miss Iva Henry of u
invites all those interested to attend' daughter. Constance.
when AI (“Jid” to most of usi made; g0 tottliy obliv.ous to what was floating ice cakes being cleverly1
What Joy he feels In trlAes
the rafters ring to the tune o<going on atcu; him was he that*~d
!de^t“L*” h°"*
h°Uday her school Wednesday at 2 p. m. in,
annual Christinas fair of
(To uninspired men)
jt
r TJrom 3k'
What sorrow, what depression
Baptist Ladies’ Circle will be
“Eight handsaround/’ "All^ prome-j yhen a bystander jammed a whole j of LitUe &.a which was beautifully :
Nellie Wade of Waldoboro is Watts hall. Thomaston. It is a free,
Beyond the common ken
nade,” etc. He has been hired by newspaper down the bell of his arianged.
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
j with her sister. Mrs. Abbie Mont- school of electric cookery. and'held Wednesday afternoon at the
Allison M. Watts
furthermore, all the Tlellcious foods i Baptlst vestry. Supper will be
out of town bands many times when horn he didn't know a thing about
Jamaica. Vt.
Bernard Andrews made a typical gomery for the winter.
Reading is important In the
a dependable bass player was needed it. He kept right on blowing until "Uncle Tom" and the sternness |
will be given away to those attend- served at 6 and in the evening
r»»►
program ot the Roy Sconts ot
| Mrs.
Mrs. Gace
M. Strout will present
and a band in this locality would some of the boys missed the awful and cruelty of Simcn Legree was j Mr and Mrs. Thomas Horsley
Oace M
America. This great hays' orQUEEN OF HEARTS COMPLETE
be incomplete without Ai on the olasts his horn had been emitting truthfully depicted by Carroll Rich passed the holiday in Rockland,
, a program.
ganiiotien realises how mnch
Some of your readers may wish,
bass section.
and investigated and removed the ards. Mary Daucett and Norma guests cf her parents, Mr. and Mrs. home of the regent. Mrs. Hazel In the Churches
time beys spend In reading —
Melvin
Pcndcxter.
as I often do, to entertain a small
AI is a staunch friend and as de paper. I hasten to say. however, Hoyle, as Little Eva and Topsy re
Anza'.one.
ar.d what on important port
Mrs. Grace Buker of FarmingSt. James’ Catholic Church. Mass child. Here is a way that may be
pendable as the rising sun, and his that Jid, when playing under dif spectively, won the hearts of the
it ploys in yonth training.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Fales, and
novel. Let such a reader arrange 1
That's why they publish
friends are legion. He is never ferent circumstances, could and entire audience, and Carolyn An ton, who has been visiting Mr. and Mr. and Mrs Henry V. Starrett of at 9 a. m.
very talkative but I never saw h'm did produce tones from that old drews. who took the ■■part of both Mrs. Luther Clark, went ;.est>rday Warren were dinner guests of Mr.
St. John's Church. 9 a. m. Holy playing cards into a small pack in f
the following order, and while re- !
"with a grouch," or anything but tuba that rivaled any church or Eliza and Cassie, lived up to her ot Boston, where she will spend and Mrs. Foster Fales, Thanks Eucharist.
BOYS’ LIFE
pleasant and accommodating and— gan and, when called for. tones that reputation of successful stage ap the Winter.
St. George's Church, Long Cove. citing the verses below with proper
giving
Day.
A MAGAZINE FOR ALL ROTS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stevens of
emphasis, lay them out before the
he can sure play bass. I trust that were mere whispers.
pearance, whether as comedien or
Daniel Carter of Port Clyde is 3 p. m. Evensong.
Farmington. Mrs. Fred Howard and
child
as
they
are
mentioned:
'
he will be tooting and sawing fcr
The next day was a hard one in serious role.
and till it full each month with
Federated
Church.
Sunday
spending several days with the
esciting adventure — hobbies
many years to come. Here's to Ion# for all. Bob Crockett headed the
The other members of the cast, Miss Ruth Morse were holiday family of his son, Wilson Carter. ] School at 9.45. worship at 11. The Queen of Hearts, Jack of Hearts.
— newt — pic teres — cartoons,
life and happiness to AI and his band and a big parade marched all of whem deserve much praise guests of Mrs. Francis Tillson Miss
sermon will be the first of a series King of Hearts. King of Spades,
personal health, sports end
The Thursday Niters, beano club,
Queems
of
Diamonds.
Clubs.
|
fine wife and children.
,to the auditorium. The place was for their fine work, were: George Leah Tillson of Farmington Nor
of four prepared especially for the
training helps, comping and
I want to tell one little yarn about packed with cheering delagates Harris, Warren Barrows; Shelby mal School, is at home for the holi met Tuesday with Mrs. Etta Ben Advent Season entitled "A Chal- Spades. Jack of Spades, four Two's,
hiking and real AMERICAN
ner
Mrs.
Anne
Day
held
highest
day
weekend.
Ace
of
Clubs.
Ace
of
Spades.
King
Ai. When W. T. Cobb was nominat and the strains of "Here's to you | Herbert Wellman: Haley, Maynard
ISM BOYS' LIFE is an ideal
Music
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Grafton score
gift for any boy.
ed Ai went with the band from William Cobb" filled the hall for , Ingraham. Jr.; Aunt Chloe, Doro| will include the anthem “Sun of of Diamonds. King of Clubs, and
Rockland. The Cobb Club chart- hours—with short breathing spaces, thy Keller; Gumption Cute. Fred passed the holiday with Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Young of Campello, My
.. by Koh-man. Epworth six ot HearteSI.50 a yr.
erick Lane; Marks. David Eaton; Mrs. Thomas Macdonald, in Bel Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Clnford
ered the steamer Penobscot and of course,
at g o'clock is in charge of The Queen of Hearts
S2.50 2 yrs.
S3.5O 3 yr*.
made some tarts
Dewhurst of East Bridgewater, Leona Frisbee and Mildred Leach. 8he
loaded about 700 club members and ( No one had anything to eat and Waiter and Sambo. William Knight; fast.
All on a Summer's day.
Send your orden today »©
Mrs. Elmer Locke returned to Mass., returned home yesterday The Women s Mission Society will The Knave of Hearts
the band on her and steamed up to keep the boys from fainting, Ai Tom Loiter, Herbert Wellman;
those taria.
the river, invaded Bangor, turned Sleeper and one or two others Marie, Cynthia Eaton; St. Claire, Portland Thursday after a visit after oassing a few days with Mr. j conduct the evening service at 7 HeAndstole
BOYS' LIFE
took them clean away.
the city political into one grand tune climbed through a back window David Eaton; Aunt Ophelia, Edith with her mother. Mrs. Emma Sea and Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne.
2 Fork Avenue. N Y„ N ».
i o'clock. The topic is "America's The King of Hearts
Miss Jane Miller will present a Distinctive Contribution.’' Baptist Called for the tarts.
of “Here s to You, William Cobb.' and returned nearly an hour later Cavanaugh, Mr Wilson, Edgar Fos- vey and sisters, Mrs. Nida CopeAnd beat the Knave full sore
Kodachrome show Monday at 7JO Church. Sunday School at 9 45.
and brought home the prize—the with sandwiches and "soda pop — ter; Deacon Perry, Maurice Mars- land and Mrs. Flora Kalloch.
Knave of Hearts
Members of the Federated Circle at the Masonic hall. These colored worship at 11. The subject of the The
nomination of Rockland’s distin which the starving band boys pro ton; Skeggs. the auctioneer. War
Brought beck the tarts.
And vowed he'd steal no more.
ceeded to pjt where it was badly ren Barrows; Mann, Maynard In met at the home of Mrs. Selma pictures contain local views of ln- junior sermon is "A Cake Half
guished citizen, W. T. Cobb.
the King of Spaadea
During the evening the Cobb Club, needed, in short order.
graham. Jr.; Adolph, Gerald Rich Biggers Tuesday to complete plans terest as well as scenes from other Baked." and the regular sermon Now
W.th a bevy of mall
aids.
It was long after the regular ards; Emmeline, Lucille Dean; for the annual Christmas fair and places. The proceeds *111 benefit , topic is "Man's Pedigree.” Chris
led by the Rockland Military Band,
Was engaged In • gsroe of croquet.
When
he
chanced
espy
marched pretty well all over Ban supper hour when the shouting. George Shelby, Jr„ Louis Tatham; supper Dec. 5 at the Methodist j the Star Circle.
tian Endeavor meets at 6 o'clock That Knave passingto by
Several vestry. Mrs. Biggers and Mrs.' Mrs. Evelyn Snow went Tuesday with Lawrence Chapman the Ih a very suspicious way.
gor. The band played “There'll Be cheering Rocklandites got aboard Quimbo, Charles Hare.
a Hot Time In the Old Town To the steamer and started for home, j members of the underclassmen rep- Nina Leach are in charge of the to Boston for several days visit.
i leader and the topic "Is Your Out So he sent his son Jack
Mrs O. F. Cushing and daughters look Right?". At 7 o’clock ,u- I To fetch the Knave back
The cheering and singing con-' resented Southern l adies. Planters, fancy work, Mrs. Lillian Comery.
night” so many times that horns
For a Limited Time Only
<
j
~ I And “k if hed 5to>»“ again,
almost played the tune wihout any tinued until the boat docked in Slaves, etc. All costumes were ap- Mrs. Evelyn Snow and Mrs. Mary Marjorie and Jean were holiday sermon .is entitled
"Facing the Fu- Said the Knave to the Jack.
Fales,
the
aprons;
Mrs.
Alice
Macguests
ot
ilr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
| propriate to the period of the play.
help from the players. A throng of Rockland.
ture." Music for the morning will j 'W.nUtlJd to'Jteal now and then.’
Arthur Hall had gotten together Little Billy Spear, son of Mr. and gowan the candy; Miss Jessie Cushing.
Bangor folks marched with the pa
include the anthem, "Peace of the But thl, Jgck hgd four fr(fnds
Mrs. Ralph Crawford will en God" by Gounod; incidental solo. Who would go to Earth’s ends
rade. This was the night before a band of players from every nook j Mrs Thurston Spear, impersonated Crawford, white elephants; Miss
Nellie
Gammer
the
"Pantry
Shelf":
tertain
members
of
Mayflower
On »n
an errand
ei
for dandy Jack.
the nomination and Bangor got a and comer where one could be the child, Harry
Miss Margaret Simmons.
So the Deuces be fends
The musical background was ar supper committee. Mrs. Leah Davis, Temple. Py thian Sisters. Monday
great stirring up that night, yea, found and met the Cobb Club at
And the chase promptly ends
the wharf.
ranged by Mrs. Winola Cooper, di Mrs. Elizabeth Waiker, Mrs. Char night at her home. Each one at
When they bring the Knave back
bo!
Spencer Individual Designing.
In a sack
I doubt if Sea street—now Till rector of music in the schools, and lotte Gray, and Mrs. Edna Young. tending is requested to take two Foundation Garments and Bras
When the Club and the band got
While the Club and Spade Aces
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
back to the Bangor House the dele son's avenue—ever witnessed such consisted of these songs: “Old Folks Miss Olive Leach will supervise the inexpensive gifts for beano
sieres. Mrs. Ethel O. Cushing. Enjoy making faces
The World Wide Guild will meet Registered Spencer Corsetiere, 1
To fee him In such a fine fix.
gation from Lewiston had stolen the a sight (and Sound) before or at Home," "Swing Low, Sweet waitresses. Members and friend.;
ness—for school—for typewriter.
The Kings take their places
position which the Rockland delega since. It sure was a great parade. Chariot," "Forsaken," "Massa's in 1 of the circle are requested to con- j Monday night at 7 o'clock at the Elliot St.. TTiomaston.—adv.
And beat him with mace.
(To be continued)
the Cold, Cold Ground." “Nobody I tribute to the white elephant table| Baptist vestry'- This meeting will I
Until the Knave feels like a six.
tion had reserved in front of the
141*143
[Iree Member, who is well named, Knows the Trouble I've Seen," "Go and the “pantry shelf.” the latter be in the form of a Christmas
hotel. The Biddeford band held
Stephen Allen Lavender
Thomaston.
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
the position reserved for the Rock because of his faithful recollection Down. Moses,' "My Old Kentucky to consist of jams, jellies, preserves, party and Miss Leona Frisbee is freeCOOKINGSCHOOL
in charge of games, and Misses
^1’.persons inthis vicinity inter
land and Camden bands—I forgot of yesteryear events did forget one Heme;" “Deep River," also piano etc.
We Do Not Break Packages
General Knox Chapter, D.A.R., Barbara Sullivan, Allene Jones ested in electric cookery are cor
to say, above, that the Camden important thing in connection with number "The Two Angels." MemThe United States is a great pro
meets
Monday
afternoon
at
tne
Virginia
Roes
and
Frisbee
comthe
famous
convenion
which
nom

bers
of
the
vocal
group
were
Mar;
Mail
Orders lilted—15c Extra
band Joined the party at Camden
dially invited to attend a school of ducer of aluminum. In 1939 this I
Young Bob Crockett had full inated Mr. Cobb for Governor, and jorie Noyes, Althea Joyce, Mar- j
electric cookery which is to be con- country produced 327,090,000 pounds
charge of the bands, as to where that was the presence of Carrie Jorie Brodis, Beatrice Marston, i
ducted Wednesday. Dec 4 at 2 of raw aluminum.
o'clock in Watts Hall, Thomaston.1
they should be placed, etc. He Nation, the famous saloon buster. Earlene Davis. Mary Reed. Wallace
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Page.
Lewis
Tatham,
Carroll
Rich

Has
he
forgotten
how
I
coaxed
her
called Fred Wight and they decided
by Miss June Preeman. demonstra- ! Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
to fight for position. They ordered to go down on the stage and make ards, Maurice Marston, Lamont
ticn representative. There is no I
consolidation of the Camden and a speech, and how the policemen Roberts, Walter Whittier.
charge whatever and all the food !
The opening number of the proRockland bands and ordered good persuaded her to come down off
cooked will be given away at the
-t\4
the stage and not make a speech? I gram was an overture by the School
heavy music, and lots of it.
end of the meeting.
144-145
The Biddeford band was a good And he forgot to mention the Orchestra "Plantation Echoes," with
one and was playing a concert when pre-convention concert given by Marjorie Brodis at^he piano. OthNORTH HAVEN
CET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
Bob placed his consolidated bands the seven bands massed on the I ers assisting in the production of
Be a Qualified Welder
j
the
play
were
Hazel
Nutt
ana
MarMr,
and
Mrs.
Norman
Greenlaw
big
stage
of
the
auditorium.
—
Ed.]
as close as possible to them and
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
and
children
are
spending
the
i
jorie
Brodis
as
prompters,
and
ordered full speed ahead.
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tui.ion Kates
holiday with Mr, Greenlaw's par
Constance Lane, Barbara Richard
“Officers of the Day” by R B Hill
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harry
Greenlaw.
son,
Earlene
Davis,
Bernard
An

was selected and the battle of music
PIANO
BATH WELDING CO.
Irven Simpson spent Thanks
drews, Norma Hoyle, Helen OJaia
(?) began. Outnumbered two to
3 SUMMER ST.
BATH, ME.
Play a piece in the first lesson
TELEPHONE 991
giving
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
,
Alice
MacDonald,
and
David
Eaton
one the gallant Biddeford band
141*146
Call 1026 for trial lesson
Mrs.
J.
H.
Simpson
in
Stonington.
as members of the make-up com
could not be heard, but continued
Mr and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw j
mittee.
the concert just as thougli it was
MABEL F. LAMB
and Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw and!
The mothers of the senior class
the only band in Bangor. They paid
son Donald returned home last)
members placed cn sale each night
t!
week after a motor trip on the
_„
aprons, cooked food and candy, the
mainland which included visits in
proceeds from which, together with
several places.
the net ticket receipts, will be added to the fund which the Senior
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
Class is endeavoring to raise to de
fray the expenses of their Washing
y p e w r III e r s
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
ton trip in the spring.
Door prizes, donated by interest
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
ed individuals and business con
All Makes—New and Used
cerns, were awarded each night.
New Portables,
s Robert Hare waa winner of the
$29.50, $34.50, $3930, $54.50
turkey, and Earle Dean and Mrs
13 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
Elsie Munsey of Rockland each car
71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
120Stf
ried home a rooster, as second and
third prize. On the second night
the major door prize, 100 pounds in
sugar, was won by Mary Hatch of
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
Camden, the second, printed sta
?! tionery, by Mrs. Perley Merrifield
Gene Reynolds and Jackie Cooper have a dramatic encounter in the
(limited time only)
REAL ESTATE
and the third, six gallons of gaso courtroom sequence of “Gallant Sons." Story of a group of high school
youngsters who join forces in tracking down a criminal, the picture also
line, by John Andrews.
Imprinted in Gold Letters
To buy, sell or rent -any type of real estate in this section—it is to your advantage
The new drapery gackground features Gail Patrick, Ian Hunter, Bonita Granville and June PreLsser.
to consult—
Your own name and address, school, or your
which was used in the production of
£ this play was a gift to the school
place of business
! from the Dramatic Club, the Lit^lerary Club and Mrs. Senior Class,
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
375 MAIN ST.
ft The net proceeds at this time are
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
ROCKLAND. ME.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
f<3 estimated to exceed $200.
FOR RENT
possible only through close co-operation with
ft!
. -------------------

“Unde Tom’s Cabin”

The Courier-Gazette

Lyric Muse

Let’s Go To School

THOMASTON

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
LOCAL BANDS

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets S^xll
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 40c

The Courier-Gazette

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

LEARN WELDING

MONEY FOR HOMES

£

1
The Courier-Gazette 2
offers the Biggest
2
2

Rockland Loan & Building Association

PENCIL DEAL

1
Si

on Record

£ _ ___________

ELMER C. DAVIS

one of America's largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

(Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

$

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)

Postage 15o

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you'll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.

Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.
Mail your order today.

Comique Theatre
This is a big day at Comique. On ,
screen is laughable Higgins in a gay !
comedy that will tickle your funny j
bone, “Grandpa Goes To Town
with James, Russell and Lucille |
Gleason. See what happens when j
a phony gold rush is started on j
Grandpas’ land with the foxy
Grandpa as the instigator. As a
second feature the action packed i
“Carson City Kid” with Roy !
Rogers, Bob Steele and Gabby
Hayes will delight the lovers of |
westerns.
On stage, Saturday night only,
the Prairie Wranglers are appear
ing with their six man rhythm, j
They are currently appearing j
P'q throughout Maine and are known
to many communities who have I
enjoyed their brilliant act.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD? ,
WORK WONDERS

Cone-cleaning removes all impurities
. . . leaves only pure coal for you.

That's

why many of your neighbors enjoy bet

ter heating from D. & H. Anthracite.

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Modern house with garage, desirable location, available a^out Dec. 20. Heated
apartment 3 rooms, kitchenette and bath on second floor. . One room kitchenette
and bath on second floor. Two 4 or 5 room apartments unheated. On Broadway
upstairs apartment in fine condition with garage, all modern, no children. North
Main street apartment. Single house on Orient street when ready; also large
Garage on Park street, Stores, Offices, etc.

ELMER C. DAVIS
375 MAIN ST.

INSURANCE AND R^AL ESTATE

FOR SALE
We have a small home for sale, fine location. A real bargain. Several cottages,
on salt and fresh water; several large houses, centrally located; four small farms
near city. .Do not wait—must be sold.

ELMER C. DAVIS
375 MAIN ST.

ANTI

ROCKLAND, ME.

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

CITE

i
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN It Was Cooper’s Fight Action By Grange
Bath Boxer Had Little
Difficulty In Defending His
Heavyweight Crown

Will Continue Work

Gold Curved Bar
Dorothy Trask, Troop 3,
Wins Highest Award ot
Girl Scouts

A Brief and Official Sum
mary of the National
Convention in Syracuse

Girl Sccuts of Troops 2 and 3 held
The coming to Syracuse, N. Y„
Court of Honor Monday night, with
for nine days of the 74th annual
about 115 Scouts and guests present
session of the National Grange,
at the ceremony when awarding of
with delegate representatives from
the Gold Curved Bar to Dorothy
37 States, reaching from coast to
Trask, a member of Troop 3 was a
coast, ar.d with thousands of other
special honor. Since the Golden
Patrons from a wide area, made
Eaglet award has been discon
an occasion rarely duplicated in
tinued this badgo is the highest
the rural history of America. Never
award of met it obtainable by a
before has the National Grange
Girl Scout at the present time and
been composed of so many voting
signifies a year's study in one field
delegates, the spread of the organ
after the Scout completes first class.
Miss Trask, who is the daughter
ization In very recent years hav
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Trask Jr.
ing added a number of newly-or
of Grove street, is the first Scout
ganized states. Tire voice of the
in Rockland to earn this award.
convention V'as emphatically raised
Dorothy has been a member of
in
behalf
of
the
best
interests
of
THE WEATHER
Troop 3, five and one-haif years
rural life, and the attitude of the
With the temperature 20 above
having five perfect attendance stars,
Grange, as the spokesman and de
at sunrise this morning our thriceand only missing four meetings, due
fender
of
tne
American
farmer,
weekly communique is much more
J. C. Moody, who has been mak to illness, for the entire period. She
was never more outstanding than
to the liking of the average person.
ing collections and a survey of the has been a color-bearer since she
in the proi.ram adopted by the |
Yesterday the mercury bogged
subscriptions of The Courier-Ga Joined, assistant and patrol leader,
Syracuse session.
down to 6 above, and there were
zette, will continue, his work for troop scribe, song leader, has been
Sounding
the
keynote
of
Grange
doubtless some proud citizens who
purposes, National Master Louis J. several peeks longer, or until among the highest ranking scouts
could claim the Winter's first zero
Taber In his opening address to the travelling conditions become bad. ior three years, has 29 merit badges,
recording. Only two more days
and a five year service stripe. And
convention, outlined the needs of
to the annual Chamber of Com
The local banks and wholesalers at the present time is assisting Cap
the American farmer and pro
merce banquet.
posed practical solutions of ex met with Mayor Veazle and the tain Trask in training younger
isting
problems, which later formed food stamp plan executives to dis Scouts and in the Brownie Group.
The men of the Littlefield Memo
Other awards were: Tenderfoot,
the
basis
for many of the resolu cuss the workings of the plan from
rial Church will put on one of their
their angle.
Marilyn Cates, Dorothy Pettee,
tions passed by the session.
widely praised cold meat, baked
Margaret Packard, Elizabeth Brews
The outstanding declarations by
bean suppers next Wednesday night.
A doll brought from Paris very ter, Earlene Perry, Florence Davis,
the National Grange at Syracuse
There will be a meeting of the
"It was made in Maine" says C. Fire Department at the Central were built net only In legislation, early In the Wth century looms June Barton, Louise Barton, Con
but through Improved marketing prominently in the antique col stance Barton, Nadine Fuller, Bar
Maynard Havener in commenting on
Station Monday night at 7 o’clock facilities, extended rural privileges lection owned by E. Howard Crock bara Fuller and Joan Ross; second
the handsome new soda fountain
and freedom from burdensome re ett of 20 Franklin street. The face class awards to Marjorie Robinson,
just installed at his Rankin block
An attendance of 225 is expected
tore The work was done by P. at the annual banquet of the Rock strictions: checking the tendency is somewhat yellowed with age, but Diane Cameron, Irene Anderson,
1 Bailey of Portland with equip land Fire Department in the Com toward large-scale form activities the clothing, including undergar and Nathalie Post; Janet Smith,
and guaranteeing the future of the ments, bonnet, etc., might have Wild plant and Garden Flower
ment by Oreen and the ice cream munity Building.
average farm on an adequate self- freshly come from some Parisian Finder; Ruth Payson, Wild Plant
unit by Deering.
supporting basis; such division of shop. The doll was owned original Finder. Garden Flower Finder;
Three new transformers repre
Yacht Aletes, which has been senting an aggregate horsepower of highway revenue as shall pay in ly by Elthea Priscilla Sayward, who Dorothy Trask, My Country, Trans
mdergoing repairs and moderniza- 1000, are being added to the units creased attention to the widespread died at the age of 12. and was the portation and Communication; Ida
icn at the South Railway returned which now represent 2000 h. p. at need of improved secondary roads property of Mr. Crockett's mother, Reams, Bibliophile and Saltwater
to her native element yesterday, the Central Maine's plant depart and vigorous steps to prevent the Mrs. Prances Howard, for many Life Finder; Jane Perry, Architec
and will be taken in tow back to ment on Union street. Installation diversion to other purposes of years. Mr. Crockett was offered $50 ture and Gardener, and Mary Ross,
funds belonging strictly to high for it years ago, but prizes it be swimmer.
Wl.uv
will be completed next week. Tire
A demonstration in First Aid was
lappens next to this niwtlcal or new units will mean improved serv way needs; raising the moral tone yond pecuniary consideration.
held under the direction of Edwin
of American life by revival of the
phan remains to be seen.
ice in the city lighting department. virtues of industry, thrift and co
ministration to an independent Dodge of Camden and his assistant,
Charles Spruce. Mr. Dodge dem
operation; with emphatic condem status by:
Enroute from Milton. N. H., to
Much aac about nothing was this
Lsit their son. J. Wesley Thurston, morning’s diaphone solo when the nation of such growing evils as
(a) Administration through a onstrated bandaging and the trac
intoxication, gambling, etc.; all the bi-partisan board, with staggered tion splint.
8 Cedar street, Mr. and Mrs. J. F
private alarm ot the big wooden
The Brownie group did a song
"hurston were in collision Thurs- Underwood Packing Co. plant, now time demanding immediate and terms of members.
and
pins were given to Joan Chis
ay afternoon at 3.30 in South Hope
vigorous punishment for every
(b) Complete divorcement from
inactive, crashed in "232" and sent
rith a car driven by Charles West,
dweller in America who fails to compliance with political domina holm. Carolyn Chisholm, Rhea
the apparatus on a wild goose chase.
Gardner, Donna Gardner, Janice
,-ho with Mrs. West, was returning
A sprinkler head at the plant evi measure up to the standards of tion or other program connections. Koster, Cynthia Barbour, Evelyn
a Hallowell after spending the
practical loyalty and patriotism.
(c) Maintenance of interest at
dently let go for some reason, auto
loliday with Mrs West's parents,
Concisely expressed below will be the lowest possible point consistent Perry. Barbara Clark, Dorothy Cur
matically turning in an alarm.
tis, Dawn Low, Eleanor Carlson, I
dr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier. The
found the Grange Program for with sound business practice.
Mary
Libby, Betty Libby. Jacqueline
Vest car was damaged to quite an
Agriculture
as
adopted
at
Syra

7. A sound conservation policy
BORN
Orispi
xtent, and tire Thurston automocuse. The National Grange sub by:
Rogalskt—At Knox Hospital. Rock
Joan Hunt was soloist. Mrs. Mar- J
lle had a smashed fender. No one land. Nov 23. to Mr. and Mrs Fred mits it as comprising the goals
(a) Continuance of soil conser
eriously injured, but Mrs. West eric C Rogalxkl. a daughter—Linda toward which its energies will be vation and land use programs, but guerite Johnson, accompanist, for
/as brought to Rockland to be Lee
directed, and in the accomplish never as a means to promote crop the entire program. There was
group singing led by Dorothy Trask,
reated for scalp wounds which were
ment of which it invites the sup control.
MARRIED
lot serious, however. Mr. West
(b) Aid to forest land owners and Dennis Trask played taps.
Pendleton-McNamara — At Camden. port of every friend of agriculture
/as unable to control his car, due Nov. 28. Robert A Pendleton ot Cam and rural advancement.
in protection against insects, di
and Mies Margaret A McNamara
The Well Baby Clinic will have
o a rock which it was thought was den
1. Defend America and preserve sease and fire.
of Melrose. Mass -By Rev F E Smith
its regular meeting Monday at 2
hrown by a snowplow, and lodged
Carswell-Montgomery
At Brookyn, American ideals; build a defense
(c)
Speeding
up
acquisition
of
Y.. Nov 26. Dr James Carswell Jr .
o'clock at the Community Building
i\tlie running gear of the car. He N
and Mrs Agnes C. Montgomery, both system so complete that it shall forest and sub-marginal farm lands
/as momentarily blinded by the of Camden
prove strong enough to meet any unsuitable to private ownership, under the direction of Miss Eliza
-At Wiscasset, Nov. 23.
Steele.
un at the same time, and the wind DrPullen-Perry
Oeorge W Pullen and Mrs Ruth emergency; and do It at the ear for addition to the national forests
/as blowing causing the snow to Montgomery Perry, both of Camden liest possible time.
and purchase units; with adequate
A Father and Son banquet will
Irift, making difficult driving.
2. Secure for agriculture its fair compensation to local governmen
be
held by Knox Lodge Monday
DIED
share of the national income. So tal units in lieu of taxes.
night at Odd Fellows hall. All Odd
SL Clair—At Rockport. Nov 30. Mary long as farmers are compelled to
Give magazine.! Special Christfd)
Continued
opposition
to
the
L. P. wife of Elmer C. St Clair. Fu
nas price', any magazine published neral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from the late buy at one price and sell at a transfer of the Forest Service from Fellows are asked to attend and
bring a son, either their own or
Iso all the leading newspapers residence.
Collins At
Rockport.
Nov.
28 lower one, it Is imperative that the Department of Agriculture to some one else's. There will be en
ublished. Gift cards furnished. Charles Collins, aged 86 years. 8 some form of benefit payments be any other control.
tertainment with movies and speak
[>1. 35-W. Fred E. Harden. "The months. 22 days. Funeral Sunday at continued In the present emergency
8. Insistence upon the sound
2 p m. from Russell funeral parlors.
Jagazine Man", Rockland—adv.
or until a better method Is de principle that however much ad ers. John Thornton of Augusta,
Rockport
Interment In Belfast.
grand master of the Grand Lodge of
veloped.
justments may be necessary, na Maine, will be guest speaker. Ban
CARD OF THANKS
DU.V. Beano at GAR. hall
3. Establish a plan by which tional wealth can never be built by
We wish to thank all those who
quet will be served at 6.30. All Odd
Monday at 2 p. m —a&'.
were .so kind to us during the Illness groups cf producers may elect to creating scarcity.
Fellows not otherwise solicited
and death of our beloved cousin. To make use of a quota system to
9. Curb the mounting costs of please bring pies. There will also
and Mrs Clarence Barnard. Mrs
Two excellent heated rooms to Mr.
maintain
prices
for
their
products
government
—
national,
state
and
Kittle Kemmev. Mrs. Ida Pettee. and
let at 12 Talbot avenue. Available all the neighbors and friends who on the domestic market, at levels local. Faced with the inevitable be special music.
so thoughtful, to Dr. Frohock
at once. Phone 885-M.
143-145 were
(or hts faithful attendance and all comparable to those received by expenditures for national defense,
There will be a public supper
those who furnished cars or other industry and labor.
it is more essential than ever be and sale at the Littlefield Mem
expressed their sympathy we are
Beano at the Elks every Friday wise
4.
Assure
the
Ameican
market
fore that all spending agencies
deeply grateful.
night
129-tf
Mrs Charles McKinney and Horace to the American farmer to the emphasize economy and efficiency orial Church, Wednesday, Dec. 4 —
adv.
144-145
T. Bucklin.
limit of his ability to supply it by; in the use of public flinds.
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
(a)
Terminating
at
the
earliest
10.
Utilize
every
modern
means
CARD OF THANKS
The PosU-2 gift subs. 1 yr. ea.
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
We wish to thank all neighbors, possible date all trade treaties that of economical transportation, but
Dr. Jones and Harold W.
$3.00;
ea. additionsl 1 yr- «ift- $1-50;
resses. Complete stocks always friends.
Flanders for thetr considerate acts of are proving harmful to agriculture. insist upon maintaining the ad
a hand. New merchandise coming tr*w.dneRe rlu-'ng r»nr recent b»r*,*vo<b) Removing unnecessary trade vantages of the competitive system. The Journal. 2 gift subs. 1 yr. ea.
i every day at moderate prices, ment and for the many beautiful barriers between states.
11. Use the full power of co $1.50; each additional 1 yr. gift,
uwial ti.oute^
ee them today. Odd Fellows Block,
Mr and Mrs. Harry W Brann
(c) Encouraging research to operative purchasing and selling to 75c; Country Gentleman. 4 gift
Washington.
chool street. Rockland.
107-tf
find new uses for farm crops, lower living costs and to insure subs. 1 yr. ea. $1.00; ea. additional 1
thereby diminishing the harmful greater bargaining power to the yr. gift, 25c.. Sherwood E. Frost.
CARD OF THANKS
156 No. Main St. Tel. 1181-J. •
Words cannot express our heartfelt effect of agricultural surpluses.
farmer.
thanks to all neighbors and friends
(d)
Extending
incentive
pay

12.
Promote
better
rural
living
for thetr considerate acts of kind
ness for the cars offered and for the ments to encourage production of by:
beautiful lloral tributes during our
EVENINGS
new crops which may prove use
(a) Maintaining the family
recent bereavement
Charles E Smith, Mr and Mrs ful, especially in contributing to sized farm.
7lu
DOMENIC CUCCINELLO, JR.
Wendell L. Smith. Mr and Mrs. John
an efficient defense program.
TEL. ROCKLAND, 796-W
(b) Generous support for rural
E Nichols. Mrs. Leona Reed.
. 142-114
Thomaston.
(e) Continuing distribution of schools, and improved equipment
surplus food products to the needy, and sanitary conditions.
Just received, a large shipment especially under the Food Stamp
(c) Increased opportunity for
of open stock dinner ware. You Plan.
youth activities. 4-H Clubs and
can buy a complete set. a small
DANCE
(f) Providing Federal aid for simlliar projects; all aimed at
set, or a lew pieces as desired. the grading and standardization of youth training for leadership, and
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM Gor.ias,
467 Main St.
144-146 farm products,
utilizing the benefits of established
Every Monday Night
5. Increase the usefulness of the agencies, farm organizations and
BCD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Beys! Make your own var plane A.A.A. program through greater Land Grafit Colleges.
Dance 8 30 to 12.30
models, tanks and warships. A new responsiveness to agriculture; by
(d> Extension training in voca
Admission 30c, including tax
cutout model In colors every week. providing for its administration tional education, agriculture and
lrriteti
Next Sunday get the Bell Airacobra through producer-chosen state and practical home making.
airplane in the Comic Section with county committees.
(e) Continued
expansion of
the December 1st Boston Sunday
6. Restore the Farm Credit Ad- rural electrification.
Advertiser.—adv.
14&'
(f) Broadening of the good
roads program to especially em
PUBLIC SUPPER
phasize secondary roads in rural
“Gems Of Thought”
areas.
WEDNESDAY,
DEC.
4
—
6.30
P.
M.
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
COLD MEATS, BAKED BEANS
(g) Legislation or other assis
A pure affection, concentric,
At
Littlefield Memorial Church
forgetting self, forgiving wrongs
tance to solve the problem of mi
Put on by the men of the parish
and forestalling them, should
gratory farm families and the
GLEN COVE
Tickets, 35 Cents
swell the lyre of human love.
dangers of tenant farming.
144-145
Music By
♦
—Mary Baker Eddy.
(To be continued)
■ All the radio you want—at an

D c 3 -Annual banquet of Rock
land Fire Department at Community
Building.
Dec. 3 —Waldoboro
Woman’s Club
meets ut Community darden Club
House.
Dee
4—Thomaston—Lecture
by
State Librarian at Baptist Church.
Dec
5 — Thomaston — Federated
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 5-6--Senior Class Play "FootLoose” at Rockland High School.
Dec 6-7 Knox County Camera Club
Exhibit at Community Building.
Dec 7- Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Evening Star Grange, Washing
ton.
Dec. &—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Federated Church.
Thomaston.
•
Dec 11—Friendship—Sunshine So
ciety at Wincapaw hall.
Dec. 12 Monthly meeting of Bap
tist Men's League (Note change in
date).
Dec. IS—Christmas Day.

Champion Lou Cooper of Bath
successfully defended his heavy
weight crown before the onslought
of Gene Bernier of Lisbon, who
was No. 1 contender for the crown.
It was Cooper's fight from the
first bell, Bernier being down four
times before he was knocked down
for the count in the fourth round.
Cooper, although a little over
weight, was master of the situa
tion, and the management will have
to go out of the State to get some
one to beat him. /
The semi-final, the best bout of
the evening, between Lefty LaChance of Lisbon and Young Jack
of Augusta, had the crowd stand
ing most of Ihe time. LaChance
gave Jack a boxing lesson, his left
continually popping at Jack’s face,
winning every round.
In the top prelim. Young Beauchain of Lewiston fought a good
draw with Alton Wooster. It was
a good fight, both boys landing
hard blows. In the first prelim
Slasher Porter came back to get a
hard-earned draw from Bobby
Bumford, substituting for Chick
Cloutier of Lewiston.
In the
opener Whooper Marston lost his
first bout to Young Atlas of Lisbon,
being knocked cut in the fourth
round.

Public Stenographer

J

Page Three
pairs prohibit use of auditorium.
At 10.30 Dr. Wilson will preach on
"Christ and the New Age.” At 7.30
the young men of the church will
conduct the service with reports on
the Bangor conference. Robert
Gregory will be In charge. Men’s
YTI
Class and Baraca Class will meet
the Lord's Supper. The pastor will at 9.30; Sunday School at noon
SERMONETTE
,speak on an appropriate subject.,1 and Epworth League at 6 p. m.
j At 6 30 is the Nazarene Young Peo- TUPSday prayer service at 7 o clock,
Resurgant
| pie's Society with tne “Church of
Fire, that friend of man. that
Philippi" in charge of the service.
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
enables cne to live in comfort
The evening evangelistic service is Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
in New England, which was so
at 7.30. There will be a mixed quar services for tomorrow will be ap
deadly cold in Winter to Pil
tet sing and the pastor will speak propriate for The First Sunday in
grim ancestors, when out of
on the subject of "A Seal." The Advent: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
hand, becomes a destructive
prayer service is at 7.30 cn Wed munion at 7.30; church school at
force. Recently, in Auburn, two
nesday evening.
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon
women perished in a death trap
at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 p. m.
hotel. One. a young weman of
“Ancient and modern necro
36. leaned for a long time cut
mancy, alias imesmerism and hyp
Those colored street lights make
of a window. She talked with
notism, denounced" is the subject our nights a little more cheerful,
the fire chief, but he could not
of the Lesson-Sermon that will be and are creating a very favorable
reach her for they had no lad
read in all Churches of Christ, Sci impression upon visitors.
der long enough. This fire trap
entist, throughout the world, on
will never rise again.
Rockland Rotary Club had an
Sunday, Dec. 1. The Golden Text is;
As one faces the front of the
“Lock unto me, and be ye saved, extraordinarily interesting session
beautiful City Hall in Portland
all tlie ends cf the earth: for I am yesterday when addressed by Ed
over the lovely fret work ot its
God , and there is none else." ward C Moran Jr., recently of the
great steel gate at the main | (Isaiah 45:221. The citations from
Maritime Commission. Mr. Moran
portal at its top in gold letters
the Bible include the following spoke with authority of present day
is wrought this word “Resur
passages: "Beloved, believe not conditions with direct reference
gam"—to rise again.
every spirit, but try the spirits to the merchant marine of the
Well do I remember the fire
whether they are of God; because United States He told of the great
that destroyed the former
many false prophets are gone out gap the new ships are filling, now
building. What a blow to the
that foreign bottoms are forced out
County and city that was, yet into the world." (I John 4:1).
of commerce by the war and menfrom it came the superb struc
The Cup of Chrjst" will be the lloned lhp happy estate of Ameri
ture which is Portland's pride.
subject
of the Communion medita can seamen who now enjoy the best
A grateful citizen chose for a
tion
at
the First Baptist Church quarters, food and conditions
motto the Latin word “Resur
Sunday at 10.30. The choir under aboard ship of any nation. It made
gam"—to rise again. Tills would
the direction of Mrs. Rebecca Dul- an Interesting story of how each
be a fitting word under a golden
fer will sing, Tlie church school nation contrived to get its ships
cross to inscribe over the front
with a class for every age will meet out of the hazardous areas when
entrance to the new Ridge
at noon. Tlie Endeavorer’s In war was declared. Mr. Moran felt
Church at Martinsville.
spiration
hour will open at 6 that Oreat Britain still had ample
Well may the Baptists of that
o
’
clock
with
the president and sec financial resources In this country
part of St. George read with
retary at the leaders. The people's and that material aid should be
re-kindled faith the second
evening service will open at 7.15 donated Only after England’s funds
chapter of Ephesians "God. who
with the prelude and big sing, as were depleted. He urged that we
is rich in mercy hath raised us
strain every nerve to keep out of
up together and made us to sit sisted by the eholr and Instruments. Ihe conflict as long as possible, and
Mr.
MacDonald
will
give
the
last
together in heavenly places in
sermon in the series on "Cowards in closing asked for unity of thought
Christ Jesus." Resurgam—des
Who Made Good," the subject be and action behind the administra
tined to rise again. Looking at
Who Ran Home." tion during this critical period.
the sturdy foundations, built ing, "The Coward
Visiting Rotarlans were Asbury
• • • •
upon the Apostles and prophets,
Pitman of Belfast, Arthur W. Gibbs
At the Universallst Church, 1045
Jesus Christ Himself being the
of Ithaca, N. Y., and George E. Post
a. m., Dr. Lowe will give the
chief corner stone, one realizes
of Damariscotta-Newcastle. Wil
fourth
sermon
on
Divine
Purpose
"All the building fitly framed
liam Bicknell was a guest.
in a World of Confusion, in which
together, groweth itito a holy
he will explain the reasons for and
temple in the Lord," but more
against the belief of those who APPLETON
must come from these people,
proclaim the approaching end cf High School Notes
who with their friends have had
this faith.
the world with the second coming
Appleton High School played
Paul makes this crystal clear.
of Christ. Kindergarten for small Rockport High School on the home
In this sanctuary "They also
children during the service of wor courts Nov. 22. The Rockport girls
are builded together for an habi
ship. Tlie young people's chorus won with a score of 29' to 19. Appletation of God through the
will sing for the first time. Two ton boys played a magnificent game
Spirit.’’
inspiring solos.
and won with a score of 22 to 19.
Remembering, if that which
Chur:h School at noon. Mrs.
Appleton G-irls 19—D. Salo r. f.
burned was glorious, much more
Glover's Class at her residence. 3, G. Wentworth 1, D. Hustus 1. f. 2
that which was destined to rise
The men's class will meet in Mr. (1). M. Fitzgerald, E. Hill c 2 (»,
again, not was, but is glorious.
Glover's office.
Dwelley (2). M Griffin c. g., H Cun
—William A. Holman
Junior GPC.U in the vestry at ningham 1. g., J. Edgecomb r. g.
5.30 p. in. Senior Y.P.C.U. 7 p. m.
Rockport Girls 29—B. Marston
• • • •
At the Congregational Church 1
c 5 (1), E. Davis r. f. 2, M. Daucett
the unified service of public wor- j Sunday at the Littlefield Mem 1. f. 7, C. Lane 1. g., P. Carleton r. g.,
ship and church school is at 10.30 | orial Baptist Church Rev. C. A. B. Cavannaugh c.g.
a. pi. The theme of the sermon by Marstaller will use as his topic at
Appleton Boys 22—Gushee f. 1
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be “The j 10.30, "First Things First." Special (1). Jewell f. 2 (1). Pish (1), Pease
Deeper Satisfactions of Living." i music will be provided. Sunday 3. Hustus 2, Grlffen 1 (1).
Comrades of the Way will have a School follows at 11.45 Young
Rockport Boys 19—Hall f. 1 (3),
supper-devotional meeting in the ) People’s meeting at 6 o'clock with Whittier f. 2 (2), Andrews c 1 (1),
vestry at 6 p. tn. Tlie program will j Richard Giles as leader. The eve- Barrows g. 1 (1), Hare g. 1.
be under the direction of Dorothy | ning sendee at 7.15 will be taken
The next game will be Dec. 4 at
Peterson. The Pilgrim Fellowship over by the World Wide Guild Friendship.
will meet at the parsonage, 35 Beech Girls, who will present a candle
A battle of wits was held Friday
street at 8 p. m , and the discussion light service followed by com between five of the smartest boys
will be led by Miss Aune Hill.
munion. The regular prayer and and five of the smartest girls. The
• • • •
praise service on Tuesday evening girls won with a score of 1270 to
The services at the Mountain at 730. A public supper will be 1109.
View Road. Church of the Naza held in the vestry Wednesday eve
Aristophanes was a famous Greek
rene will begin with Bible Schoo) ning at 6.30.
• • • •
comic dramatist.
at 10 a. m There are classes for
All services at the Methodist
all and 11 Is the time for morning
Sweet potatoes are a member of
worship. This Sunday there will be Church tomorrow will be in the
Ccmmunion in commemoration of warm vestry. Heating plant re- the morning glory family.

R(

RADIO BUY

OF THE YEAR

v

DANCING

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Admission 35c and 23c, plus tax
U7Stf

S!n,!L

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• ••

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
0-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

THE HIGHEST FORM
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
is exemplified in the memorials
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marble.
Regardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can be
sure that it will be flawless in
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments are
correctly designed in the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

INC,

TEL. G62
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST,

98-tf

CEMETERY MEMORIALS

EA8T UNION & THOMASTON
lllStf

unbelievably low price! 5 tubes
including rectifier, AC/DC
Superheterodyne. Exquisite over
lay cabinet of selected Walnul
veneer. “Aero-Vane” Loop an
tenna, powerful speaker. Ultra
sensitive and sharply selective.

THE
GREATEST THRIFT PLAN FOR SAVING

-NOW OPEN-

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

CHRISTMAS CLUB
WEEKLY PAYMENTS

Twenty-Five Cents to Five Dollars

Motorola’s famed concert-quality

tone. New, thrilling tone and re
ception that hits tla li
new
hiuh 111
in
A. »» lllgll
radio entertain
ment. On Easy
Budget Payments.
Special Onlv

>17.95

HOUSE-SHERMAN
INC.
442 Main St., Tel. 721
Rockland, Me.

CHRISTMAS CLUB MEMBERS ARE ASSURED OF A
HAPPY HOLIDAY

WILL YOU BE ONE OF THEM?
CHECKS FOR 1940 CLUB WILL BE READY DEC. 2ND.
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 30, 1940
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students an illustrated lecture at HOPE
11.15 Monday.
An interesting Farm Bureau'
Mrs. Martha Watts and May meeting on "Evergreens for Deco
nard
Watts
were
dinner
guests
ft ft ft ft
rations" was held at the hall Mon
Thursday at the home of Mr. and day. An expert from the Extension
AIRS LOUISE MIWSR
ALENA L. STARRETT
AND THE
Mrs. Arthur L. Perry.
Service was present. The women ,
Correspondent,
Correspondent
Douglas Gray home for the holi made wreaths, centerpieces, can
ft ft ft ft.
ftftftft
day has returned to Squantum dlesticks and decorative sprays.
Tel. 27
Tel 40
Mass.
Dinner was served by the food lead- [
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd re er and Mrs. Emilie Hobbs Miss i •
turned
Friday
to
Manchester.
N.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Mrs. Agnes Wise and Miss Evelyn
Jewett will serve the square meal
Lucinda Rich, home demonstration Agriculture
Burke of Manchester, N. H.. were Daughters will meet Monday aft H. after sending the holiday with agent was present, also a few wornWallace Spear of North Noble- for health.
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. and ernoon at the home of Mrs. Nancy Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Rokes.
Dec. 4. Union, at Mrs. Marion
boro, president of the DH.I.A., ls
en from Camden Farm Bureau.
The Crawford house on Union
Mrs. N. W. Leavitt.
Clark.
making plans for the annual meet Calderwood's, with Mrs. Martha
Mrs.
Helen
Wentworth
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Caler, who has been street, owned by Mrs. Robert An Elsie Wilson motored to Boston ing of the Association to be held Fuller, Mrs. Lizzie Hawes and Mrs.
Meenahga Orange will hold elec
drews is being torn down by Eino
Dec. 10 at North Nobleboro Com Calderwood on the dinner commit
tion of officers Monday r.ight, Tire ill. is gaining in health.
Leino of East Warren, and crew Friday and brought Jacqueline Wil munity Hall He expects two speak tee. Mrs. Alida Fossett will con
flrst and second degrees will be
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden, including. Imo Sulin. John Kos- son from tiie hospital. She will
worked on candidates.
Mass., is spending a few days at kinen. and Emiar Keto.
have to remain in bed a few weeks ers, one of them being Ralph Cor duct the meeting.
Dec. 5. .Rockland, at the Farm
bett, assistant dairy specialist of
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Achorn and her Summer home in this town.
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. longer, but is delighted to be at
the Extension Service, who will show Bureau hall, with Mrs. Georgia
children. Ebner. Austin and Geral
Holiday dinner guests at the H. D. Sawyer were Mr. and Mrs. home again.
dine were guests Thanksgiving day home of Mrs. Inez Mathews and C. H. Adams and two daughters of ] Mr. and Mrs. Donald Marsh of colored slides of the State dairy Rhodes conducting the meeting and
of Mrs. Achom's parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews Hartford. Conn.
Lynn. Mass., were callers Sunday show held at Highmoor Farm. Mon Mrs. William Byrnes. Mrs. Alice
mouth, last August. The other Wyllie and Mrs. Alice Fitzgerald
Mrs. Elmer Wentworth.
were Mrs. Sadie Barrows and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Durgin en at R. E Brown's. They were mar
speaker will be one of the State's serving on the dinner committee.
ried
in
Newburyport
Saturday
and
Roland Burns who ls employed R. E. Cutting.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Dec. 5, South Thomaston, at the
outstanding
dairymen who wUl dis
in Portland spent Thanksgiving
The Help One Another Circle of Philbrook and family at dinner were on a short trip through
Grange hall, with Mrs. Carlyle
Maine. Mr. Marsh and David cuss the management in his herd.
with Mrs. Burns.
Kings Daughters will meet Mon Thanksgiving Day.
The Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau Brown conducting the meeting. Mrs.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett is ir. I Brown w ere boyhood pais in WalRev. Mary Gibson who has for day night at the home of Mrs.
membership
is now ln excess of last Ruby Makinen will be In charge of
Rockland with Mrs. Alice Watts tham, Mass..
and
fortunately
the past six years been pastor of Martha Watts.
year's total. The membership on dinner.
at
196
North
Main
street.
"Dave"
was
home
from
Portland
the North Waldoboro Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
Dec. 5. Whitefield at the Grange
"The Clash of Color,” will be over the weekend, so they had a Nov. 25 was 290 men and 554 wom
Church has been transferred to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes, and
hall
in charge of Mrs. Annie Hapen.
This
is
four
more
men
than
the pastorate at Searsmont. Rev. Mrs. Estelle Perry of Union and ' the sermon topic Sunday morning nice reunion.
As usual, the Hardy-Packard last year and the same number of good. Mrs. Ella Cunningham and
Harriet Louise Perry of Kent's Hill their guests. Mrs. Muriel Hallowell, 1 at the Congregational Church, and
Mrs. Edith Choate are on the din
will replace Mrs. Gibson.
and daughter. Miss Constance Hal- ! will be delivered by Stuart French. family met for Thanksgiving at the women.
ner committee.
Reports
received
from
the
Agri

Dr. Richard S. Buker, superin lowell of New Haven. Conn, were , student at the Bangor Theological I Herbert Hardy home with about
At these meetings leaders will
cultural Conservation Associations
tendent of the American Baptist dinner guests Thanksgiving Day Seminary in Bangor, who is spend- 30 present.
in Knox and Lincoln Counties in demonstrate various stitches for
Mission and who is noted for his at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ham- I ir.g the holiday, weekend at the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown and
dicate a large amount of Ume and handwork and women will make
Congregational parsonage
work in the leper colonies of Keng- lin Bowes in Waldoboro.
son Alan and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
"super” requested for 1941. Knox samplers. Design and color will be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boynton
Maxcy.
tung, Burma will speak Wednesday
Grey
and
son
Donald
motored
from
M. and Mrs. Arthur Starrett en
night at the Baptist Church. Every tertained Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mrs. Laua Starrett, and Joan Waltham. Mass , Wednesday to have County: 328 tons lime; 243 "super.'' discussed in relation to simple
Lincoln County: 829 tons lime, household linens.
one is invited.
Davis at dinner Thanksgiving Day. Maxcy were holiday guests at East - dinner with Mr Browns parents and 171 tons "super.” Community
“Christmas Cakes and Cookies”
At the First Baptist Church
Union, of Miss Mary Hilt and Merle , lhe R E Browns. On their way
The Are department was called
will
be the subject of these meet
committeemen
are
planning
to
Sunday the order of services will
HUtthrough Portland they picked up
Miss Katherine Starrett. Weston I Davld Brown so that the family make out requests during the next ings:
be: Worship, 10.45 a. m„ followed to a chimney fire at the home of
Dec. 5. Sheepscot. at Mrs. Lois
two weeks. All material should be
I^Senter Crane’s Opens Their House of Gifts.
by Communion; Sunday School at Herbert Weaver Thursday fore Stanhope, and Kenneth Starrett might be complete for the day.
delivered during the next month or Flye's, with Mrs. Martha Krah con
passed the holiday In West Dres
12; Young People's meeting. 6 p. noon.
Thimble
Club
met
Friday
with
Bringing the old fashioned spirit of hospitality
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Oray had as den with Mrs. Mary Wall.
before hard traveling. The 1941 ducting the meeting. Mrs. Geral
m.; evening service of worship
Mrs. Elsie Wilson, to complete plans
dine
Ross.
Mrs.
Winoan
Chase
and
holiday
dinner
guests
Mr.
and
year
ends
Aug.
31,
so
that
all
ma

Miss Carolyn Hayden ls at her for a supper, sale and cards Tues
and giving, we present for your enjoyment our
with sermon at 7 p. m
terial must be on the land by that Mrs. Martha Krah are in charge of
Joyce Porter ls employed at ■ Mrs. Frank Newbert of Rockland. home ln West Newton. Mass., for
day at the Grange hall.
house stocked full of wonder Gifts.
dinner.
date.
Moody's Diner.
■ Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray and daugh- the holiday weekend.
Hope
Grange
held
its
first
day
Dec.
5.
Rockport,
at
Mrs.
Mary
Henry Hilton who ls having a ter, Helen of Waterville, Douglas
Meetings of Interest to both men
Wilbur Connon ls with relatives
session Saturday and conferred the and women wiU bee held next Fales'. Mrs. Mary Spear will con
J^Come in and bring the family.
vacation from hls duties at Gay's Gray of Squantum. Mass, and Mr. j in Rockland for the weekend,
third
and
fourth
degrees
on
Miss
store in company with Mrs. Hilton and Mrs. George Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert DeVeber
month by the Extension Service. duct the meeting. Mrs. Fales and
and children is visiting relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Levere Jones and and son. Peter, passed the holiday Dearborn and Miss Grassow, Her County Agent Wentworth and Home Mrs. Edith Fales are in charge of
bert Gould of Camden assisting. Demonstration Agent Lucinda Rich. dinner.
ln Bar Harbor.
1 daughter Christine Jones dined weekend with friends ln Caribou.
Supt. ar.d Mrs. A. D. Gray spent Thursday at the home of Miss Er- ; Recent caUers at the home of Day sessions will be held through wUl be present where the men and
Various Christmas cookies will be
Thanksgiving with relatives in mlna Williams and her brother Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant in the Winter on the third Saturdays women both have a farm bureau made by the members at these
Blue HiU
j Nelson WUllams, North Warren.
j PleasantviUe were Everett Whitney,
group. For the other meetings. meetings and in the afternoon they
Mrs. Helen Marple is in Florida 1 A Christmas party is planned Miss Eleanor Puller and Miss Ce- CUSHING
Miss Rich will attend the women's will be served -for tea along with,
for several weeks, later going to ter the meeting of the Woman’s celia Whitney of Appleton. Mr. and
MCeed three lines inserted once fo,
Mr. and Mrs Warren Everett of and Mr Wentworth the men’s. Dec the fruit cake. A demonstration
HOUND, black and tan, found In
of Cushing Orange hall May
st. Louis. Mo., where she will visit Club Thursday each member to Mrs. Milton Young and Fred Fro New Jersey, formerly of Thomas- 4. North Edgecomb meets at tne on wrapping cakes and cookies for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad vicinity
be bad by paying for ad and prsving
„
ui
r
„
,
-t
dltlonal
lines
flve
cents
each
for
one
furn.sh a ten cent gift for the tree, hock of Lincolnville, and Mr. and ton are vacationing at "Spearmint' ; scl
her son Howard A. Marple.
schoolhouse; Dec. 5. Damariscotta Christmas gifts will be a part o, tlm> 10
TEI. Thomkaton 165-4
for three times
Five ownership
143*145
! at the Biscay Community House; the meeting
small words to a line
The Parent-Teacher Association Mrs. Nancy Clark will have charge Mrs. Aubrey PuUer of Appleton on the Georges
Georga
,,,
so
n
Herbert
anc
*
Dec
6Edgecomb
at
Town
hall
ICE ax lcet between Park and Wll
will meet Dec. 5 at the High School of the evening program, which and Mrs. Fannie Ryder of Camden
Planning
meetings
will
be
con

Mrs. Mary Flint,
low Sts
Reward HAVENERS ICE
building with the faculty in charge
feature the paper, “Cathedrals
CO. 194 Main St.
142*144
I Flint and granddaughter, Mrs. These meetings are all scheduled for ducted by the new home demon
of the program.
b> Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. and in ad- FREE COOKING SCHOOL
stration agent, Lucinda E. Rich, in
10.30 a. m.
BLACK and white cat loet Monday
Malcolm Little of Ayer, Mass., j Uition there will be musical num- < All persons in this vicinity inter- 1 Barbara Lash are visiting relatives
Leader meetings conducted next the following communities next
night; half black face
Answers to
:n Tcwanda, Penna, and Edgewa,pt to name of "Snuffy" TEL 770
1 42*144
1s visiting his mother, Mrs. Verna bers- Hostesses wiU be. Mrs. Mil- ested in electric cookery are cor- ! ter. N. J.
week are as follows:
week:
let; hot water and use of bath
23
dred Gammon. Mrs. Diana HaskeU. dially invited to attend a school of
Cedar St.. TEL 1148-J
143-145
Little.
Dec
4.
North
Edgecomb.
at
the
Dec.
4.
Bristol,
-,
Christmas
Sug

F I. Geyer ls building a cottage
be conByron Witham who ls employed Mrs. Annie Lehto. Mrs. Helen electric cookery
. which is to
________
APARTMENT to let at 8 Limerock
gestions and Christmas Wreaths,” school: Dec. 5. Damariscotta, at the
In Ayer. Mass., spent Thanksgiving Maxcy, Mrs. Pearl Ordway, Mrs ducted Wednesday, Dec. 4 at 2 for Clarence Wales at his shore.
at the church vestry. Mrs. Flor Biscay Community House; Dec. 6. St Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
144-tf
Mrs.
Fred
G
Olson
and
daughter
Chisie Trone. and Miss Hilda oclock in Watts Hall, Thomaston
at his home here.
ence Prentice and Mrs. Mary Weeks Edgecomb, at the Town hall. 411
OLD glass dishes wanted cream
Jean
were
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
APARTMENT
to
let
at
7
Broad
St
The Susannah Wesley Society Aspey.
_________ I
by Miss June Freeman, demonstrawill have charge of the meeting. planning meetings are scheduled to five rooms with bath: modem con er- wine-,, gobleta. oval ffames. horse
Gleason
Cogan
of
Warren.
ANNA L. GORDON
wUl hold its annual Christmas fair. 1 Melzer Studley of Thoma=*.on is tion representative. There is no
furnace, garage TEL 504-J hair furniture
Mrs. Ivy Fossett and Mrs Lottie start at 1930 a. m. and will last all veniences
6 Tea St Tel 1012-W
143 145
or Inquire at 69 ‘
Dec. 12 in the vestry. Committees sPen<^n8 a tew weeks with his charge whatever and all the food
Benner
are
on
the
committee
servday
with
a
square
meal
at
noon
'•Little men are adequate to face
SALESMEN with cars wanted, sales
NEWLY renovated three-room bunare: Pood. Mrs. Eudora MUler,
?n<L ^°n*'n'law Mr. and cooked wUl be given away at the
served by the dinner committee. I gaiow Walnut St ; Jlghts and flush work ln appliance department; floor
little problems, but only great ing^the dinner at noon,
end of the meeting.
144-145
time: duties and pay discussed at In
Mrs Dora Yorke, Mrs. Geneva Mrs. Ralph Robinson.
"Design in Handwork” will be the Ralph Wentworth county agent, will} Iiinquire at 53 broad st______ 144-146 terview.
men
can
face
great
ones.
”
for appointment write P O
C. Harry Edwards, director of
Welt; aprons; Mrs. Mildred Ash
subject of several meetings next discuss "Getting At Farm FamilyI 7 room tenement to let at 24 Cres- BOX 176. Lewiston. Me
143-145
physical
and
health
education
of
FREE COOKING SCHOOLS
worth. Mrs. Olive Crowell; candy,
Facts" at the morning session. In "P* st • ,-ush and 11»hts- *12 ,
week:
OIRL to help with housework wantMaine,
will
give
the
High
School
Mrs. Eva Sheaff. Mrs. Ida Soule,
Free schools of electric cookery
rd Reference required Apply morn-*
Probate Notices
Dec 4. Aina, at Erskine hall in the afternoon, programs for the
239 BROADWAY
142-144
heated apartment to lafi
will be conducted next Tuesday
Mrs. BeUe Poland; fancy articles,
charge of Mrs. Nina Cheney. Mrs year will be made up and officers letFURNISHED
STATE OF MAINE
at
14
MASONIC
ST
142
‘
144
STATE OF MAINE
---------------------------------- ---------afternoon, December 3. at two To all person^ Interested In either j Alice Pickard and Mrs. Louise and project leaders elected.
Miss Gertrude Newbert. Mrs. Elsie
USED outboard motors wanted I
FOREST BRAZIER. Tel
LAROE heated room and bath to pav cash
Barnard. Mrs. Maude Levensaler; Knox. ss.Knox County Probate Court o'clock in Odd Fellows hall. Union of the estates hereinafter named:
142*144
let $4 per week; also kitchenette 472-R
At a Probate Court held at Rock
All food will be given away. A cor land
In Equity
rugs. Mrs. Narcessa Rines; hobby
apartment
at
S3
50
a
week
at
the
POOS
lu and for the County of Knox,
FURNITLtRE wanted to upholater.
HOMER E ROBINSON. TRUSTEE
HOUSE
142-tf
on the 19th day of November in the CLARK ISLAND
dial
invitation
is
accorded
all
per

table. Mrs. Ethel Ludwig, Mrs. Bes
TENANT’S HARBOR
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
VS
vear of our Lord one thousand nine
FURNISHED heated apartment
MARY E HAINES ET ALS
ING. 19 Birch 6t.. Tel 212-W 131*136 tf
sie Benner.
sons to attend the school at no hundred and forty and by adjourn
Mr. and Mrs. John Caven enA practice meeting of officers of let at 47 North Main St TEL 693 or
To the Knox County Probate Court, charge. Miss June Freeman will be ment from day to day from the 19th
The second annual American ln Equity
call at 25 Lindsey street
142-145
day of said November The following tertained at Thanksgiving dinner1 Naomi Chapter, O£S . will be
Homer E Robinson of Roekland ln the demonstrator.
138&144 matters having been presented for the
Legion turkey beano held Tuesday
apartment of 3 rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hart, Mr. and held Wednesday night at 8 o'clock. toFURNISHED
county and state aforesaid, as
let. suitable for couple: garage if
action thereupon hereinafter Indi
night in Clark's Hall was a great the
successor Trustee under the wlll of
desired
C
A
EMERY, Tel. 436-M
Mrs. William Caven and daughters 1
cated lt ls hereby ORDERED:
Naomi Chapter. O.ES. will ob
suecess. The proceeds will pay Susan S. Slnghl. late of said Rockland UNION
141-tf
That notice thereof be given to all Catheryn and Frances.
SILK dresses. 10c; ehoes, 25c; hats.
persons Interested, by causing a copy
serve guest officers' night Dec 6.
TENEMENT of «ix rooms with flush 35c:
bills incurred by the Legion Post
F FREE COOKING SCHOOLS
suits. 82; outfit family of 3 for
of this order to be published three
Mr
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Moody
of
Refreshments
will
be
served
after
PL
l?t
1,1
137
Broadway
Apply
Dean
executor
of
the
will
of
Vittrice
84
Hundreds of bargains for everv
ln repairing Grand Army hall. Jo
successively in The Courler-Oa140-tI one Send card for free catalogue. PROST
Free schools of electric cookery weeks
H Thomaa. all of said Rockland; Edna
zette
a
newspaper
published
at
RockRockland were guests Sunday of the meeting.
siah O. Jameson was chairman C. Waterhouse of Melrose ln the Com- will be
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St TEL 1 GRESSIVE SALES 183 Thatford Ave .
conductea next Tuesday land in said County, that they may Mrs. CromweU's parents, Mr. and
and Was ably assisted by Ralph J monwealth of Massachusetts: FranBrooklyn. New York.
144* lt
at a Probate Court to be held
afternoon,
December
3
Tionnor
c.M_ ___ .
* cls Dean of Stafford ln the State of
.
,
,
°
at
said
Rockland
on
the
17th
day
of
Mrs.
Charles
CromweU.
Benner,
Calvin
Bragg,
Wilmot
Connecticut:
Henrv
U.
Slnghl
of
the
subject
for
the
morning
service
p
unfurnished
apartment
to
let
34-FT
boat
for
sale,
the
"Prlsea
.
TV.,S.
D , V TS. ,
. — „
,/a,.„
- U 0 Clock in Odd Fellows hall. Union. December A D 1940 at nine o'clock
____ rooms and bath . Call
WILMER AMES Matinicus. Me 144*149
SThan ^an^WIl,
Arthu^
Co“weU of Se Oty and AU food will be given away. A cor- ln th" terenoon and be heard thereon
Mrs. Mabel Blethen and Mrs. , Sunday at 1030 wiU be. "The Evils Knox st.. or TEL 156 w
132-tf
lf they see cause.
FOR sale or trade for cows, pair two
Jo^ Johannison.William Kencounty of Philadelphia and state of dial invitation is accorded all perDivided Heart.”
Special
ABBIE F RICE, late of Thomaston, Blanche Seymour of Rockland. Mrs. of a
1 year old steers, red snd white well
nedy. E. John Miller. Leland Orff Pennsylvania; and FAD Slnghl
/
deceased
Will
and
Petition
lor
Pro

W.
A
Cameron
and
Richard
Rich|
muS
i
C
will
be
provided
by
the
matched
and handy
A L BURN6.
’ F. W Slnghl and Lizzie Allen, who j sons to attend the school at no
Raymond Simmons, Oscar Smith, are not resdents of the State of Maine. i charge. Miss June Freeman will be bate thereof, asking that the same ards were dinner guests Thanksgiv-j adult choii. The evening service
Friendship. Tel Thomaston 165 21
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
144-146
but whose residences, to your Trus- ..
®
Flores Wellman, Waldron Osier, tee.
are unknown, and says:
\ the demonstrator.
138&144| I^.ters Testamentary Issue to The ing Day of Mr. and Mrs. Robert begins at 7 with a song service and
FORTY
burhels
choice
table
turnips
Thomaston
National
Bank
of
ThomPERIODICALS
are
excellent
ChrUtOtto Rodamer, LawTence Weston,
On September 15. 1888 Susan S. j
McGee.
special music by the young peo- mas gifts
lor sale. 1 cent a pound: also carrots,
and Frank W Robinson of
Clyde Winchenbach, James Wood, Slnghl of said Rockland executed her COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS,I aston
parsnips and cabbage WALLACE OAR
Ventura Ca?.! th-v ’seine -he Execu
Mrs. Mary Hanley of Thomaston J pie's choir and orchestra, followed Digest
*
last wlll and testament, and on Octo
DENS. Rt. 3. Waldoboro
143*145
tors named ln said Will, without bond
Edgar Hagerman and William ber 9. 1896 and March 8. 1897 she ex
visited
Thursday
with
Mr.
and
WORK
WONDERS
IENA S SIMMONS, late of South
ecuted codicils thereto Said Susan S.
Brooks, Jr.
ONE modem white enamel gas atove
of
the
message
will
be.
"The
Ark
>
Masonic
st
Thcmaston.
deceased.
Will
and
Pe

Mrs.
George
Baum.
Slnghl died September 17. 1905, and
Ior sale good as new, also dinette set.
tition for Probate thereof, asking th|t
I said will and codicils thereto were
Bargain for quick sale. 48 Talbot Ave .
Mrs. Wilbur Allen is seriously ill of Safety." The church school im'1 °r
the same may be proved and
ci
STATE OF MAINE
Besides all his Other accomplish- duly proved and allowed by the Judge
TEL 781-3
143-tf ,
and that Letters of Administration at her home.
meets at 11.30. The church memKnox, ss
HASKELL Bros Local and
ments, Leonardo de Vinci, the fa ' —
—
—
—
Knox on October 17. 1905
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF with the will annexed be Issued to
HEIFER and cow for sale due to
bers
meet
Wednesday
at
7
p.
m.
[
Distance Moving. 45 Main st. tel. 25
On June 4. 1924. Homer E Robinson THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be Ora L MacDonald of Winthrop. Mass .
freshen at once
Also farming Im
mous painter, was a strong man,” was
appointed and qualified as suc : held at Rockland, within and for the or *ome other suitable person, with
htlt
a
plements X X MALLETT. RFD. 2.
All species of snakes shed the for an hour of happy fellowship in
capable of bending iron bars with cessor Trustee
stee under the wlll of said ] County of Knox, on the second Tues bond.
Waldoboro._____________________ 143* 145
prayer
and
testimony.
The
Chrisland
Hair
store.
24
Elm
st.
Mall
orden
Susan S Slnghl and filed the neces- day of February, A D 1941
ESTATE WALTER E. COLSON, late outer film of their eges when they
his bare hands.
ENOLISH Setter puppies for sale.
tian Endeavor Society will meet at •oiiciud. h. o. Rhodes. Tei si»-j
siry bond, which appointment ls now
Helen Oordon of Warren, ln the of R ickland. decea s’d
First ancV
120-S-tf 10 week's old pedigreed pups from
In force
County of Knox and State of Marne final account presented for allowance shed their skins.
the church Friday at 7 and all
well bred grouse dogs, reasonably
Following the decision of Justice wife of Jack Gordon, of parts un by Minnie P Colson. Exx.
STATE OF MAINE
priced
DR
HERBERT SANBORN.
Wilson as reported In 119 Maine 287. known, respectfully represents:
young peoplee are urged to attend.
ESTATE SIMON H WALL, late of
Waterville. Me________________ 142*144
COUNTY OF KNOX, ss
the Trustee was advised that the
That she was lawfully married to Rockport, deceased. First and final
Notices of Appointment
23-IN hot air furnace with pipes
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF equitable fee ln the trust created by the said Jack Gordon at New York

WALDOBORO

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

WARREN

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

SENTER £ CRANE'S

OPEN HOUSE

FOR GIFTS

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

WANTED

at

FOR SALE

a, two appear

MISCELLANEOUS

a : .we

THE SUPERIOR COURT next to be
held at Roekland within and for said
County of Krnx on the second Tues
day of February, 1941
Elsie Ingersoll of Rockland ln the
said County of Knox being the wife
of Robert E Ingersoll respectfully
represents" that*“she“'waS'"’’lBWfuiiy
married to the said Robert E Ingerfoil at Rockland aforesaid on the 14th
day of February. 1937; that thev lived
together aa husband and wife at said
Rockland from the time of thelr said
marriage until the 15th day of March
1937: that your libelant has always
conducted herself towards her said
husband sr a faithful, true and affectlonate wife; that on the said 15th
day of March 1937 said Robert E In
gersoll utterly deserted your libelant
without cause and went to parts un
known to her; that said utter deser
tion has continued for three con
secutive rears next prior to the filing
of this libel; that the residence of the
said Robert E Ingersoll ls unknown
to the libelant and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that
there ls no collusion between your
libelant and the said Robert E Ingersoil to ob’ain a divorce: w’herefore
___ prays that
___ _________
___ be
_ ___
she
a divorce_ may
de
ed bbetween her and..................
creed
the said-Robert
E Ingersoll for the cause above set
forth.
Dated at Rockland Maine, this thir
teenth day of November. 1940.
ELSIE INGERSOLL

Subscribed and sworn to.
Before me.
FRANK A. TIRRELL JR ,
Notary Public.
Seal
144-S-150
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
Clerk's Office, Superior
Court, ln Vacation
Rockland. November 27. A. D 1940
____________________
Upon the
foregoing LIBEL,_________
Ordered
That the Libellant give notice to said
Robert E. Ingersoll to appear before
our Superior Court to be holden at
Rockland, within and for the County
of Knox on the second- —
Tuesday
ofFebruary A D 1941. bv publishing an
attested copy of said Libel, and this
order thereon, three weeks successively ln the Courier Gazette, a newspaper
printed ln Rockland ln our County
of Knox the last publication to be
thirty days at least prior to said
second Tuesday of February next, that
he may there and then ln our said
court appear and show cause, lf any
he have, why the prayer of said Libel
lant should not be granted
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
Justice of the Superior Court.
A true copy of the Llbei with Order
of Court thereon.
AtteSU
MILTON M GRIFFIN
Clerk
J44-H5-T 143

the wlll of said Susan S Slnghl was City on the third day of February 1933
transferable, descendable and devls- I That they lived together as husband
able, and In accordance with said ' and wife at Rockland, ln said Countv
advice, distributed the net proceeds , of Knox, from the time of thelr mar
teom ®^td trust to the owners of the riage until the second dav of Novetnber. 1935.
equitable fee.
defendants now.
That your libellant has always con
through their Attorneys, have forbld- ducted herself towards her said hus
d?n the Trustee from further dlstrlb- band as a faithful, true and affection
uting any of the funds derived from ate wife;
That on the said second day of No
claiming that said trustee
distributed the funds to the wrong vember 1935 the said Jack Oordon
utterly
libellant
wlthparties, and not according to law.
_ deserted your
.
----------------At lhe present time the plaintiff i out cause, which said utter desertion
informed and therefore believes that has continued for three consecutive
the following named persona are the years next prior to the filing
-------of* this
o^foers of the equitable fee under libel;
said trust.—
That hls residence is unknown to
Edna C. Waterhouse
your libellant and cannot be ascer
Vittrice H. Thomas Estate
tained by reasonable diligence;
Francis H. Dean
That there is no collusion between
Fred Dean
your libellant and the said Jack Oor
Lizzie Allen Heirs
don to obtain a divorce;
Mary’ E Haines
WHEREFORE s^e prays that a di
WHEREFORE
_____ your
yourpe
.petitioner .prays:
.
. be_ decreed
______ _______
vorce may
between __
her
First: That this Honorable ‘Court and the said Jack Gordon for the
construe and Interpret said
will
and
cause
above
set
forth,
and
that
she
,,
the decision of Justice Wilson as re- may have the custody of
of_ her minor
named Ralph Oordon. age
ported on Page 287 of Volume 119 of children,
'
the-------true six ------------------years, and Richard Gordon, age
*he Maine Reports, iascertain
-----------------Intent thereof, and Issue its deter^ flys years.
<
mlnatlon and decree Instructing said ; Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
trustee to whom he should distribute twenty-third day of November. A. D
the net proceeds derived under said ! 1940.
trust.
MRS HELEN GORDON.
Second: Tliat your petitioner may
STATE OF MAINE
have such other and further relief as Knox, ss.
the nature of the case may require
Rockand. Nov 23. 1940
And may it please this Honorable
Subscribed and sworn to before me
Court to Issue Its order of notice to this twenty third day of November.
the parties interested hereto, com A. D. 1940
manding them to appear before this
JEROME C BURROWS.
I Court and answer to this bill and
Notary Public.
abide the orders and decrees of court
STATE OF MAINE
thereon.
(L. S.)
HOMER E ROBINSON.
Clerk's Office. Superior Court.
Trustee as aforesaid
ln Vacation
EDWARD C PAYSON.
KNOX, ss
Solicitor for Plaintiff.
Rockland. November 29. A. D 1940
STzlTE OF MAINE
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
That the Libellant give notice to said
Knox, ss
Jack
Gordon to appear before our
|
Rockland, November 29. 1940.
! Then personally appeared Homer E. Superior Court to be holden at Rock
Robinson. Trustee as aforesaid, and land, within and for the County of
—
---------• *•- above
— Knox on the second Tuesday of Febru
made oath that he ’has
read
the
bill and knows the contents thereof, ary A. D. 1941, by publishing an at
that the same is true of hls own tested copy of said Libel, and this
knowledge except the matters to be order thereon, three weeks successively
stated on Information and belief, and In the Courler-Oazette a newspaper
that as to those matters he believes printed in Rockland ln our County
of Knox the last publication to be
them to be true.
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
thirty days at least prior to said sec
Justice of the Peace. ond Tuesday of February next, that
The foregoing abstract of the orig he may there and then in our said
inal Bill on file ls hereby approved.
court appear and show cause, if any
Dated at Rockland. Maine, Novem he have, why the prayer of said Li
bellant should not be granted.
ber 29. 1940.
HARRY E WILBUR.
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
Judge of Probate
Justice of the 6uperlor Court.
A true copy of abstract of Bill with
A true copy oi the Libel and Order
Order thereon.
of the Court thereon.
Attest:
Attest:
___
MILTON M GRTFFIN.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
Register of Probate.
Clerk.
144 S-I50
J44-145-T-L18

account presented for allowance by
Belle J Wall. Exx
ESTATE IRVING DELANO, late of
Friendship. decea?ed. Final account
presented for allowance by Melvin
Lawry. Admr.
ESTATE ANNIE M SIMMONS, late
of Rockland, deceased
First and
final account presented for allowance
by Cora L. Delano. Admx
ESTATE NELLIE E BEAN la’e of
Th maston. deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
’ V Exrs.
ESTATE JOSEI’H DONDIS. late of
Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Ida Mae
Dondis of Rockland, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx..
without bond.
CHARLES S
BOWMAN
late of
Washington, decea.-ed. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary issue
to John Babb of Washington, he be
ing the Executor named ln said Will,
with bond.
ESTATE MARCIA B. ANDREWS, of
Camden.
Petition for License to
Mortgage certain Real Estate, situated
ln Camden and fully described ln said
Petition, presented by Percy R. Keller
of Camden. Gdn.
LIDA E. WHITE. Late of Vinalhaven.
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
letters testamentary issued to Percy
A White of Vinalhaven. he being
the executor named ln said will with
out bond. •
ESTATE BELLE D MacGRHOOR
lafe of Rockport, deceased
Petition
for License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated in Rockport aid fully de
scribed in said Petition, presented
by Charles F. Dwinal. Admr.
MAGGIE B STOREY, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Clar
ence E. Barnard of Rockland he be
ing the Executor named in said Will,
without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD F. CLEMENT,
late of Warren, deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Stuart C. Burgess. Admr
ESTATE ALBERT D ATKINSON
late of High Island, deceased. First
and final account presented for al
lowance by Frank H. Ingraham. Pub
lic Admr.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VRAZIB,
Register.
144-8-150

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators. Executors.
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
CHARLES B DAVIS, late of St
Oeorge deceased. Stuart C. Burgesa
of Rockland was appointed Admr .
Nov. 19. 1940 and qualified by filing
bond on same date
CORA E FOGERTY, late of Cush
ing. deceased
NeLson W Fogerty of
Cushing was appointed Admr. Nov
19. 1940 and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
HENRY W STARRETT. late of War
ren. deceased. Arthur E Starrett of
Warren was appointed Admr , Nov. 19.
1940. without bond.
DELORIE K LAW late of Union,
deceased Frederick L Law of Whitefield was appointed Admr., Nov. 19,
1940, without bond.
ANNIE ELIZABETH MURPHY, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Agnes Murphy
McAuliffe of Thomaston was appoint
ed Admx.. Nov. 19. 1940. without bond.
NANNIE M. WHEELER, late of
Tenants Harbor, deceased. Maynard
M Wheeler of Camden. N. J., was ap
pointed Exr., Nov. 19. 1940. and quali
fied by filing bond on same date Ed
ward C. Payson of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent ln Maine.
HORATIO D. HALL, late of Rock
land. deceased Cora E. Hall of Rock
land was appointed Exx., Nov. 19. 1940
without bond.
ALICE R. WALTER, late of Warren,
deceased
Ernest J. Payson of War
ren was appointed Exr , Nov. 19, 1940.
without bond.
LLEWELLYN MANK. late of War
ren. deceased. Harry C. Mank of Rock
land was appointed Exr.. Nov. 19, 1940,
without bond.
CHARLES S. COBURN, late of War
ren, deceased Reta Patterson Cobum
of Warren was appointed Exx, Nov.
19, 1940. without bond.
HELEN M SMITH, late of Thomas
ton. deceased. H. Nelson McDougall
of Portland was appointed Exr.. Nov.
19. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
on same date.
EVERETT H. BENNER of Thomas
ton. Alfred M Strout of Thomaston
was appointed Conservator Nov. 19.
1940. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
JANE P. WHITE, late of Rockland,
deceased. Oladys F Packard of Rock
land was appointed Admx., Nov. 27,
1940, without bond.
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE.

Register.
I44-S-I50

FREE COOKING SCHOOL

and register for sale. 11 LISLE ST.
Tel 237 M_____________________ £42-144
GLENWOOD circulator heater for
sale goad condition
15 WASHINOTON_ST_____
142*144
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 1150;
Sawed. *1 40; long, tl 30 M. B A C O.
PERRY. Tel 487_________________ 132-tf’
LEHIGH Valiev stove and nut coal
for aale. tl4 50; Pocahontas lumpy
sort 89, fltted dry hard wood. 81 50 lt.
I J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaaton 62
_ ________________________________ 132-tf
D 4 H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
ll 50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
i per ton. del Nut sire New River soft,
I not screened 89 ton del ; screened. *10
I ton del M B * C. O. PERRY. 519
1 Malli St.. Tel. 487
132-tf

All persons in this vicinity inter
ested in electric cookery are cor
dially invited to attend a school of
electric cookery which is to be con
ducted Wednesday, Dec. 4 at 2
o'clock in Watts hall, Thomaston,
by Miss June Freeman, demonstra
tion representative. There is no
charge whatever and all the food
cooked will be given away at the
end of the meethig.
144-145

i

STATE OF MAINE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
A hearing wlll be held at the City
Hall ln the City of Rockland, on Mon
day, December 2. 1940. at 7 30 o'clock
ln the afternoon, by the municipal
officers, on the application of Arthur
E Saunders, for a license to sell spiri
tuous and vinous liquors at New Hotel
Rockland. No. 291 Main Street, Rock
land. Maine
All persons may appear to show
cause, tf any they may have, why
said application should not be ap
proved by the municipal officers.
Dated at Rockland, this twentythird day of November. A. D. 1940
Attest:
E R KEENE.
City Clerk
1418:144
STATE OF MAINE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Hearing wlll be held at the City
Hall ln the City of Rockland? on Mon
day. December 2. 1940. at 7 30 o'clock
ln the afternoon, by the municipal
officers for the approval of appllca
tlons for Club or Restaurant Malt
Liquor Licenses, made by the following
persons or clubs:
Harry E Fitzgerald. 564 Main St.
Albert C. Daniello. 6 Park St.
Ross Hewett, 262 Main St.
Charles Ronco. 8 Park St.
Arthur E Saunders. New Hotel
Rockland. 291 Main St.
Fraternal Order of Eagles. 16 Elm St
Owl Benevolent Si Fraternal Club.
13 Oak St.
Mike Ristaino, 295 Main St.
All persons may appear to show
cause, lf any they may have, why said
applications should not be approved
by the municipal officers.
Dated at Rockland, this twentythird day of November. A D. 1940.

Attest:

E. R KEENE.
City Clerk.
I41A144

ABOUT DEC. 1ST
Due to a program of expansion
a well established and well known
concern will need several ad
ditional salesmen to work in
Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Coun
ties.
Married men with sales ex
perience will be given prefer
ence, although single men, inex
perienced. but with proper quali
fications and background, will be
considered.

Interested applicants will write
for Interviews, giving references;
stating age; whether single or
married: experience if any; and
something about themselves.
Address—

“W. H. G.”
Care The Courier-Gazette
143-144

RCAD THE ADS
FORTUNE IN FURS-Of Norwegisn
blue fos this "Ssdsnst" coat, valued at
$5,000 and inspired by 1941 Buick, was
hit of New York Auto Show. For day or

_______ a»Mina »•«-

THE TIMES /
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Every-Other-Day

Thanksgiving Day at the home of ‘CHESTNUT TREE" DANCE
ccmmition than the jitterbug exj her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal
,
~
ercises of today arouse. The other
This Is the Latest Fad For Those
i in West Rockport. Their infant
Who “Trip the Light Fantastic day a staff °f Hollywood scholars.
A A A A
daughter, Barbara Lee Rhodes, who
ftftftft
Z-S ZX ZS ZK
Grimes’ Mystery String
Toe.'’
doing research for a costume film,
is steadily gaining, will remain at
T.TDAO CHAMPNEY
MRS OSCAR O. IANS
NAOMA MAYHEIV
was astonished to learn of the
Contributes To Another
the hospital tor a few weeks longer.
Correspondent
chilly reception accorded to the
Correspondent
If
there
is
anything
designed
to
Correspondent
Defeat For the Skippers
Mrs. O. Tennant of Rockland was
create more consternation in the waltz upon its introduction to Lon
ftftftft
ftftftft
dinner guest Thursday at the home
national bosom than the new styles don in 1815. In point of fact, long
The Skippers spent a miserable
Capt. and Mrs David Kent were
Tel. 2229
of Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
Tel. 713
in women's hats, it is undoubtedly before the British had had the
dinner guests Thanksgiving Day of Thanksgiving this year, for as far as
Miss Marion
Weidman
and Mr. . the new dances, says the New York opportunity to be shocked, the
„
_
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
Rev. Charles R. Sims of Bath antJ_ Mrs. George Crockett motored Herald Tribune. Proper persons da"tylic step of embracing part
bowling is concerned they have
Edward McArthur who has been
Mrs. Ernest Clayter and sister, nothing to offer in the way of
a Summer resident here for many who, with Mrs. Sims, was holiday to Portland Thursday, accompanied for years have been viewing with ners had created a furor on the
Mrs. Ted' tMaoDonald went Friday
years
is very ill in a Boston Hos overnight guest of their son-in-law by Miss Maud Piatt and Harry | alarm a procession of shocking Continent.
thanks to anybody. For nine straight ,
to Fairfield to visit Ernest Clayter,
pital.
, and daughter, Rev. and Mrs. C. V, Pratt of Rockland, where they were ^p^,^ bUnny hug. turkey trot,
The grand period of the waltz
times the Oanders have lambasted
The Massachusetts Bible Society j Mrs. Chafles Bolan has returned j ?vernJa"’ *as
Thurs‘ dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- the charleston, the black bottom, is placed at 1750 to 1900 The
Jr.
ls
urc '
Stanley Conway is in Washing the stuffing out of them, and they has been exhibiting one of the ! home, after being a patient at I day at the
liam Talbot.
truckin', the shag, the big apple dance however is not restricted by
Easton and family moved
ton, D 0., on hls way to Miami. are picked cleaner than a turkey's finest displays of modern and an- ’ Community Hospital.
Mrs. William Crockett was enter- and the Lambeth Walk. The lat- any dates. It is almost as popular
Fla He is working for the Chi ribs two days after the Thanks cient Bibles ever assembled in I Thp Rebecca Sewing Circle will rThursday from the former Minnie tained on the holiday at the home est is the "chestnut tree."
today as it was a generation ago,
cago Periodical Sales Co.
New England, at the Boston Ilerald ,nect, Tuesday night with Miss Lil- Weed house on Limerock street to ’ 0[ ber son and daughter-in-law.
Swing dancing, whatever that and long before 1750 the Italla"s
giving dinner.
75 Elm street, Camden.
j Mr. aad Mrs. Elmer Crockett in
may be, has been banned in Oer and the French had been stepping
Mr. and Mrs L. W. Lane and son Monday night the Skipmen came Book Fair, it is claimed. Most of lian Orey, 13 Rawson avenue.
Capt. and Mrs. Huse Richards ROpe
the rare volumes in the exhibit
many and has been violently de- through the same three-four mea
Timothy have returned from a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elbert
M.
Crosby
as near to winning as any time this were from the society's private col
were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Mattle Russell entertained nounced as unbecoming and un- sures with the same pleasure that
week's stay in Boston.
entertained as their Thanksgiving
Richards in Camden,
year# ior they took the flrst string
their descendants get. The waltz
Mrs. Jack Nichols and daughters • although by scant three pinsi and lection and the entire display is guests. Mr. and Mrs. Bertram I, Mrs Charles E. Rhodes, Jr., who at dinner on Thanksgiving Day esthetic in a thousand quarters.
Mrs. C. F. Smith, who is spending
correlated
with
the
420th
anni

originated in Italy,
“Oh for the day when the w'altz probably
Bernadette and Margaret left today seemed to be able to hold thelr owm
Gardner and daughter. Rhea of | returned Sunday from Community the Winter with
wiiai Rev. ajiu
and Mrs. F. was supreme and dancing was traveled into France and thence
versary of printing, which is es
for Kennebunkport.
for a time, but in the last two pecially fitting. Tne Bible was Rockland. Mrs* Mabel Withee of Hospltal and Mr. Rhodes spent &nest Smlth at the Methodist par- such a nice pastime," the conserva into Oermany, where it developed
—1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M White had strings Sheilds began to flnd his the flrst book of any real size to Rockpcrt and Mrs. Clara Crosland ,_________________ sonage.
tive onlookers ' mutter, writes clmost into a craze about the
.......
as dinner guests Thanksgiving Dav fast ball, hitting ln the groove, and be printed with movable metal of Millinocket. Mrs. Crosland will I Ruth Montgomery Perry, both
; Miss Lois Burns, a student at the Walter Monfried in “The Milwau time of the American Revolution.
spend
the
weekend
with
them.
I
prom
j
ne
nt
in
activities
here
were
{sargent
School
of
Physical
EducaMrs. L R. Smith and Mrs. Lora aided by a miracle string of 111 by type. Or.e of the rarest volumes
It was a time of revolution in
kee Journal.” Regretfully they
Hardison.
Canton Molyneaux Auxiliary will ] unRed in marriage Nov. 23 at the (tion at Cambridge, Mass,, arrived hark back to that golden era of many lands. Even the peoples fcr
Cap’n Grimes as his last effort, the shown was a copy of the Commeet
Monday
night,
at
which
time
'
congregational
Chapel
in
WisWednesday
to
spend
the
holiday
Marguerite Chapter, O.ES., meets Oanders romped off wtlh the palm plutensian Polyglot £ible i -ued
from battle scenes were growing
the 1890 s, when—
of victory.
i weekend with her parents. Mr. and j “Casey would waltz with a straw- tired of aristocratic fashions, es
in 1514. Considered to be the the reviewing officer, Emma B. casset.
Monday.
Folsom of Skowhegan will be pres
Rev Weston P. Holman, pastor Mrs. Orris Burns. She was accom- |
berry blond
pecially those dainty old dances
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane passed This string of Cap’n Orimes’ is first effective printing of the Bible,
ent. Mrs. Addie Brown of Rock of the Methodist Church will give , panied by Misses Ann and Ellen And the band played on.”
of the courts, with their mincing
ITianksgiving with Mrs. Lane’s more or less of a mystery string, it took 15 years to make the plates
land.
vice
president
of
the
Asso

as sermon at 10.30 o’clock Sunday, Landis of that city. They will re- | Yet there was a time when the and bows and finger touching. A
cousin. Miss Margaret Simmons in for nobody seems to know just how I at an estimated cost of one million
ciated Ladies Auxiliary will make On the Sidelines." Music will be turn Sunday.
i graceful waltz itself was far from dance which could employ f’t
Rockland, where they were Joined it came to pass, least of all the re- J dollars. The Bible was the flrst
an cfficlal visit.
under the direction of Mrs. Alfred
The Trytohelp Club will be en acceptable and caused more social i energy and spirit of 'he peoole
by Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith and doubtable Cap'n. Some say he printed book in many languages,
Gilbert Richards, son of Mr. and W. Wilman. Church school and tertained Monday night at the
bribed the pin boys, others claim j Today it is available ln whole or
I themselves was ln demand. Ar.d
daughter Nathalie Smith.
Mrs. Harry Richards has passed ; Bib]e ciasses superintended by home of Mrs. Lina Joyce.
it
was
the
score
keeper,
while
still
tn
part
in
1.442
tongues.
Other
Alton Crone of Cainden and Mr. and i Htat age found what it was seekMr. and Mrs. Ronald Oillis of
his examinations for the Air Corps,
Everett Pitts arrived from Fram Mrs. Sherman C. Ordway of South !
ibe "turning dances. Jump
North Haven were guest® of her another school of thought laid it outstanding features in the exhibit and is in Savanah, Ga.. where he Mrs. Stella McRae will be at 11.45
oclock. The Happy Hour Service ingham Center, Mass., Wednesday I Paris
to
earth
tremors
that
rocked
the
j
were
an
English
edition
published
ing dan'es, laenHle’- or waltzes
mother. Mrs Edith Vinai. over the
is scheduled at 7 o'clock. There to spend the remainder of the week
Cascade Bowling Alleys Just when in 1766 and a copy of the famous will train.
holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thurston which had existed time out of
Dr and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece wju
a short talk by t3ie pastor with Mrs. Pitts. Their daughter,
Miss Margaret Kinley returned lt would do the most good—for Der Eliot Indian Bible translated for
and daughter Joan were entertained mind in South Germany and were
Captain. However, nobody ls agreed I the Indians around Natick. Mass., entertained as Thanksgiving guests i on -The Fire of the Lord" at the Josephine is also home from Colby on the holiday at the home of Mrs. ready to burst forth from village
Saturday from Livermore Falls
Dr
and
Mrs.
Carmen
Pettapiece
j
service,
also
a
solo
by
Mrs.
College for the holiday vacation,
and mountain valley when the
Mrs John Beckman and children that lt never happened before and by the great missionary in 1685.
and son, Carmen, of Portland and Holman. An official board meeting and L .True Spear. Jr. came home Jcrephine Wall.
hour struck,” as the dance histor
will never happen again.
went Thursday to Scituate, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. W A. Paul enter- ian, Curt Sachs, recounts.
Nevertheless everything seemed to Or.e of the most fascinating Mts R. W. Pettapiece Dr. Car will be held in the vestry at 7 Cambridge. Mass., to be their dinner
Mr and Mrs. Irven Stone and son
men
is
taking
Mrs.
R.
W
Petta

and
Monday night, and the ueual choir guest Thursday. In the afternoon fained Thanksgiving Day, M
Douglass of North Haven were work against the Skippers and ns speakers at the Bock Fair was Jan piece back to Portland for a short
rehearsal Friday night.
a family party was held with Mr. Mrs. Brainerd Paul and sons Rich
guests of relatives Thanksgiving before stated they are giving no Struther. author of "Mrs. Miniver." visit.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with and Mrs. Mark Ingraham. Sr. Mark ard and William of Llmington, Mr. APPLETON
In the United States for the flrst
thanks
to
anyone
for
the
bowling
DayMr. and Mrs. Albert Horton and Mrs. Charles Burgess, Tuesday Ingraham Jr., home from Univer and daughters, Helen and Kathleen FREE COOKING SCHOOLS
Union Church will have Sunday- year of 1940 As one desperate last time and making a lecture tour for sons. Alton and Albert; Mr. and
Free schools of electric cookery
afternoon.
sity of Maine, and Miss Joyce In and Mrs. Robert Pa,ul, son Robert
stand,
a
sort
of
‘
kill
or
cure''
propothe
flrst
time,
this
young
woman
school at 10 tomorrow, worship at
of Rockland, Mr.s. Elizabeth Spear, will be conducted next Tuesday
Mrs.
Alton
French
and
Mr.
and
The
pre-Christmas
fair,
put
on
graham
as additional guests.
ll. The pastor, Rev Kenneth Cook sitlon, Cap'n Orimes has arranged l resembling more a school girl than Mrs. John Horton spent the holi
afternoon. December 3. at two
by the Congregational Circle will
At the Baptist Church Sunday. and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spear.
a pea soup supper for the next!a mother of three children, is havwill preach. Special selections by
day in Lincolnville Center.
Ouy Young of Brunswick spent o'clock in Odd Fellows hall, Union.
be held Dee. 4 at the Elm Street Rev. C. Vaughn Overman will use
match.
and
he
says
that
if
this
does
ing
a
most
active
ard
enjoyable
the vested choir. Epworth League
Charles Dean, his mother. Mrs. chapel.
as subject of the 11 a. m. service Thanksgiving Day with his parents, All food will be given away. A cor
meets at 4; Christian Endeavor at not do the Job the Skippers are)Journey. Each new city has its in- Susie Dean and Miss Beda Emery
dial invitation is accorded all per
Mtss Helen Stone spent the "I Know That I Shall Be Like Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Young.
lost
forevr
Pea
soup
has
been
terest.
but
she
has
found
especial8; evening worship at 7. with spe
sper.t Wednesday’ and Thursday Thanksgiving holidays with Miss Him," another in the series of ser
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards sons to attend the school at no
known
to
make
a
Jumping
Frenchly
attractive
the
cities
ot
the
cial music by the fcnoir.
Mabel McAllister, in Milford.
mons on “The Certainties of the were supper guests Friday of Mr. charge. Miss June Freeman will be
_____________
man jump right out of his shirt, middle-west and thetr people. She with friends in Holyoke. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham
138&144
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Harmon, Word of Truth;" Church School at and Mrs. Newton Oraffam at Hos the demonstrator.
DrStratton will be at hisVinai-, and even the Ganders are hoping » particularly enthusiastic about
___
haven officefrom the arrival of' the Skippers can get enough energy Minneapolis, which she found so of Washington were recent guests and daughter, Nancy spent the noon; Christian Endeavor service mer Pond. Mr. and Mrs. Oraffam
of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Lisle Leonard.
holidays in Thomaston.
at 6 p. m. with Miss Gladys Quimby will leave Monday for Florida where COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
the boat Monday afternoon, Dec 2. | and pep out of it to put them In | civuued
Dr. James Carswell. Jr and Mrs
The Players of the Collins En leader. At 7 p. m. there will be a they will spend the Winter.
WORK WONDERS
the
winning
column.
I
Mrs.
Miniver
'
is
shortly
to
be
until its departure Wednesday
Agnes Chapman Montgomery were tertainment Series furnished the union service at the West Rockport
While
some
Skippers
spit
overhlmed.
and
James
Hilton
will
hate
morning.—adv
board to raise the wind, the bowl- I charge of a good deal of the script married Nov. 26 In Brooklyn. N. Y. program at the Tuesday meeting of Church.
Mr and Mrs. Roland Richards
ing Skippers are going to fall back Th*s fact interests Miss Struther. The couple will make their home the Rotary Club. Several charac
ter sketches were done in a most entertained at a family dinner
STONINGTON
on pea soup, and are hoping for a but of *rPater lnterest 15 that Har' in Camden.
When you pay 15c a bottle or 25c
Mrs Meldcn E Smith is spend amusing manner. Ben Nichols of party Thanksgiving Day, their
Mrs Hattie McGaddis is visiting breeze that will strain everv yard ccurt- Bra:e & Company Inc are
ing
the
Thanksgiving
ho'iday
Rockland
and
Harry
Thompson
of
guests
being
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Newton
Mrs Ruth Bray ‘at Mountainville.
of canvas thev can carry. And .hey “> bring out a publication of her
a gal. for bleach you are not
Graffam. Mr and Mrs. E. Maynard
Capt Albert Powers is borne sav they are going to win this tenth P<*m5
latter Part of January, weekend with her family in Water- Boston were visiting Rotarians.
Tne Baptist worship will be at Graffam and son Maynard, Mr. and
from Detroit for the Winter.
match or carry away their b.b
Miss Struther confesses that Mile.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Weymouth’ 11 Sunday with a sermon by a Mrs. Richard Sims. Mr. and Mrs
getting the genuine
Mrs. Mildred Haskell is employed stay; while the Oanders Just grin “‘he only thing I really like writwire guests Thursday cf Mrs guest preacher. Rev. H. W. Harcid Oraffam. Mrs. Kenneth
at the home of Fulton Weed.
and say the Skippers are lost in a in* .
P°etryRhoades and the music provided Daucett and daughters Mary and
Harry Judkins ls making repairs pea soup fog
Mlss 8truther achieved her Pfn Jerome Wevmouth in Clinton.
Capt. ar.d Mrs Raymond Conley ! by the Chadevae choir.
The Arlene and Miss Mildred Graffam
on the Kate Jones house.
Super Oanders - Sanborn 277. "ame by ^ntract‘n« her signature.
Mrs. Nellie R Ballard spent
Mr and Mts. Percival Knowlton Orimes 283, Littlefield 236. Shields J. Anstruther. Her mother, the have arrived recently In Daytona. I church school preceeds the morn1 Ing service at 9.45. At 5 p. m. the Thanksgiving Day in Yarmouth
Hon. Dame Eva Anstruther. D.B.E.. Fla.
have ^turned to East Hartford.
296. Goose Arey 282; total 1374.
Mrs. Lawrence Grey went Tues- intermediate Forum will meet and where she Joined her son and
Mr. and Mrs. Tilden Fifleld cele
“Pea Soupers" Skippers—Drew was also a writer. Miss Struther
brated their 20th wedding anniver 279, Peterson 265. Hall 237. Ouilford ls the wife of Anthony Mr.xtor.e- day to Sudbury, Mass., to visit her ; at 6 the High School Forum, also daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Del
Oraham. Two of their children, mother.
the Chadavae and Pastor's Forums. mont Ballard who were holiday
sary. Nov. 12. by entertaining a few 270. "Skip" Arey 294; total 1345.
Janet. 12. and Robert. 9. are with
Dr. George W Pullen and Mrs. ; Frlends-In-Council
will meet guests there of thc latter's parents,
friends.
i Tuesday night with Mrs. Adin Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Leighton
thelr mother in America. The eld
Mrs. Oardner Robbins is in Bos
ASK FOR COTE'S BY NAME
Dinner guests Thanksgiving Day
SWANS ISLAND
est child, a son of 16. too young j the satisfying experience of help- ( Hopkins.
ton for a month's varatlon
Harry Smith and Nelson White to enlist and too old to leave Eng- ing capable young people. De- 1 The Elm Street Reading Club at the home of Mrs Minetta A Paul
Mrs. Celeste Coombs celebrated
INSIST ON COTE'S MAGIC WATER
her 77th birthday Sunday at her recently spent several days in the land, remains at his own school j veloping writers is a slow and a 1 meets Monday night with Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. Donald John
Mainewoods and brought heme Mr.
Maxtone-Graham. in peace j very unsensational business, so Charles Wood. Miss Bernice Firth son. sons Benjamin and John and
home here.
daughter Minetta. Mr. and Mrs
time an insurance breker. ls serv- that's the way my life will be.'will be the reader.
Mr and Mrs Wyman Haskell and two fine deer.
Rev.
NeU
Bousfield
will
conduct
ing
with
the
Scots
Guards.
■
___
■
....
______
_
Mrs. Vesta Webb were recent visi
services Sunday- ln the Baptist and
tors in Ellsworth
Random House and Twentieth
Mr. and Mrs John Dunton. Nancy Methodist Churches.
Century-Pox.
who collaborated so
Chase
Savage
Is
spending
two
Dunton and Robert Carvel were resuccessfully on "Lillian Russell”
cent visitors ln Ouilford and Farm-' weeks at home
ington
I Mrs. Melvin Bridges ts home for last season, are going to try lt
Oeorge Webb has returned from a tew weeks from Connecticut again ln the Spring This time
a visit with friends ln Fort Fair- where Mr. Bridges has employment thelr subject will be the notorious
Belle Starr, known ln the South
fleld .
Everett Gross
west as "the most famous female
Charles Morrill, owner of Burn- 1
Everett Oross died very suddenly bandit in America." Burton Ras- |
ham and Morrill Canning Co. of
Monday. Although not enjoying ’ coc has signed a contract to write
Portland was recent guest of Mr.
good health, he appeared to be as I the book, and has flown to Okband Mrs. Ralph K Barter.
well as usual on retiring. He was homa to gather material and picDr. and Mrs B Lake Noyes were
born In this town Feb. 18. 1876, son tures
Mr Rascoe's home town
recent visitors ln Providence and of Joshua and Lucy Gross.
I u not far from where the Starr
Boston.
The high esteem in which the de- ‘ gang made its headquarters in the
Clarence Weir of Scarboro ls pass
ceased was held was shown by the early 80s. and he is, in fact, a
ing the Winter with his mother
beautiful flowers and many friends deputy sheriff of the very county
Mrs. Ethel Gross
and relatives who attended the where the gang made its last—and
Avon Hutchinson is having a new funeral services at the home Thurs- i fatal—bank robbery .
veranda built on hls house.
day, conducted by Rev. William
Alfred Joyce has bought the Oiea Muir of Frenchboro.
Interment
Sinclair Lewis Is now wearing I
son Annis hcuse at Oceanville.
was in Orindle Hill Cemetery. The the legitimate title of Professor"
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Noyes were bearers were Judson Smith, Charles as he is a “proff--ortal lecturer '
recent visitors in Providence to at Burns .Oeorge Smith, Forrest Stan- j in the English Department of the
tend the wedding of Miss Joyce ley, Dan Cole and Harry Oott
I University of Wiscons,n. with a
Yager of that place
He ls survived by his wife Sadie, weekly class in writing devoted
Lieut. Oalen Eaton. West Point cne daughter, Mrs. William Bab- particularly to original fiction,
graduate who has been stationed at son of Blue Hill, and four grand- When Lewis marie his advent at
Fcrt Winfield Scott at SanFran- children.
the University, he addressed the
clsco. has been transferred to
Those from out of town to attend group in this manner:
Panama.
the funeral were Mrs. Myra Car"I hope there'll be no sensationMrs Dorothy Conley 1s employed men of Oceanville, Mr and Mrs alism about my work here. I'm
at the home of Mrs. Annie Richards Dan Cole of New York, Mrs. Beulah not 'wild' and I don t want people
Mrs. Phenle Bray is at the heme French of Rcckland and Mrs. Lll- to expect that I'm going to be adof her sister Mrs Mary Orant.
llan Clough ol Rockport, Mr.s Wll- vocatlng Communism on one street I
Mias Sadie C. Bray
iiam Babson and children William corner, atheism on the next and
perhaps vegetarianism on a third.
Miss Sadie C. Bray who died in and Screta of Blue HUI.
M.v two hopes are that I can re
Fairfield Nov. 14. was born ln West
new my familiarity with the
Stcnington. Sept. 21, 1913, young MEDOMAK
est ch.ld of Phenle and the late . Mir. and Mrs. Her^tert Benner of Middlewest and that I can have
Thomas Bray. She was a graduate Friendship visited 8unday with Mrs
AYBE you wonder what a big car
put Buick thrill and comfort within easy
The added wallop of Fireball engine design
of Stonington High School in 1929 Benner's mother, Mrs. Clara Carter.
Under-arm
like Buick is doing talking about
and Compound Carburetion lets us use
reach.
and had a year at Becker Business
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey spent
more thrifty gear ratios, saving money with
economy.
College at Worcester.
last Saturday in Rockland.
And the reason is- more thrift from power
She leaves her mother, a brother
out complicating extra gears or mechanisms.
safely
Mrs Lizzie Maloney of, Cushing is
All
right,
we
’
ll
tell
you.
Basil, two sisters Christie Bray and visiting her daughter. Mrs. Clifford
—from abler engines.
Mrs. deneva Treworgy.
And the tremendous reserve-power in
Shuman.
Mosl people would be willing to spend a
BUICK PRICES
Funeral services were held at the
Maurice Keene has enlisted in the
these Buick engines—at 40, for instance,
It all adds up to the
little extra for what Buick has to offer—
home here, Rev. H. B. Haskell offi Navy and is stationed at Newport,
BEGIN AT
you have as much as 85% of your power
sensation of the year—
ciating.
style, size, room, steadiness, durability—
R. I.
“on call” — still permits the flashing get
$
Kenneth Prior and Burton Teele
if part of that extra could be paid back
the car you ought to
were recent Portland visitors.
away,
the
swooping
hill-climb,
thc
sure
lift
through lower operating costs.
see first—thc brilliant,
Mrs Oeorge Keene and infant son
out of pinches you once had to buy with
have returned from Memorial HoVINALHAVEN
able beauty your Buick
for the
Especially they would like really satisfying
heavy gasoline consumption.
pital.
Business Coupe
& ROCKLAND
performance
—
quick
take-off,
easy
hill

dealer
has
waiting
for
Mr. and Mrs. William Little of
delivertd at Flint,
STEAMBOAT CO.
climbing, sure power, fast response — if
So wc say—more power to thrift—it helps
Malden. Mass, wore ln town to at
you.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mich. State tax, op
not
irritate
skin.
tend the funeral of Thomas Willey.
they could have it in a car that’s
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
tional equifonent and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oenthner
Service to:
right after shaving.
stingy with gasoline.
Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston and son were visitors Saturday tn
acces series—ex trek
3. Instantly stops perspiration
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Rockland.
Prices subject to change
*
for
I
to
3
days.
Removes
odor
That’s what we’ve given them—
Island and Frenchboro
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Genthner
without notice.
from perspiration.
through the extra power in this
and son were visitors last Saturday
♦. A pure, white.greaseless, stain
WINTER SERVICE
less vanishing cream.
1941 Buick.
Subject to change without notice. in Rockland.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Mrs Julia Osier entertained at
EXEMPLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
Approval Seal nf the American
beano recently prizes going to Clyde
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Institute of Laundering for
Genthner
and
Mrs.
Minnie
McLain.
P. M.
A. M.
being harmless to fabrics.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 A light repast was served.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Mrs. Clara Carter and daughter
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
712 MAIN
have been sold. Try ajar today 1
ROCKLAND
Ar. 3.30 Priscilla were recent visitors at the
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
STREET
Ar. 2.45 home of Thomas Benner tn Friend
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30 ship.
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf
LebMBHHBHHM WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
OO/ a jar
*turrM
„ |(|M-lling
^ >|u| toilet gnoda
,

VINALHAVEN

1

No Thanks To Give

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

COTE’S
Magic Water

Is
II More Power to Thrift
II
more Thrift from Power
II
p

II
I

New
Cream Deodorant

Stops Perspiration

ARRID

Rubaerlhe to The Oourier-Oazetta.
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IN EFFECT
DEC. 2, 1940

Every-Other-Day

AIDS

FARMER-MERCHANT

CONSUMER

In co-operation with the Surplus Marketing Ad

ministration of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, the
Retail Food Stores of Rockland will accept Orange

and Blue Food Stamps in payment for food purchases
by families receiving public assistance.

Food Stamps

are used as cash at any Retail Food Store in Rock

land.

If eligible, get your 5O',i increase in your

HOW

food budget by using Food Stamps.

IB®

:•

You Buy These Surplus Foods
with Blue Stamps

THE FOOD STAMP PLAN

WORKS

EFFECTIVE TO DECEMBER 31, 1940
Butter
Raisins
Rice
Pork Lard
Tork

Wheat Flour and Whole
Wheat (Graham) Flour
Onions (except Green
Onions)
Irish Potatoes

Corn Meal
Shell Eggs
Dried Prunes
Hominy (Corn) Grits
Dry Edible Beans

Fresh Oranges
Fresh Apples
Fresh Pears
Fresh Grapefruit
Fresh Cabbage

Fork shall include all ruts, fresh, including chilled or frozen, pickled, salted, cured or smoked, but not rooked or
packed in metal or glass containers.

This List Will Be Changed At Intervals

USE flORE OF THESE FOODS
HELP THE FARMERS OF AMERICA

Thb FOOD STAMP PLAN is operated by the United States Department of Agri
culture in co-operation with local public welfare agencies, public officials, local banks

and local food industry.

This Plan is a new method of distributing surplus foods to

families maintaining their own household and certified for public assistance, includ

ing W. P. A. workers.

The Plan provides that free blue food order stamps shall be used to buy these surplus
farm products.

While the stamp plan is in operation, the present system of giving

away surplus commodities at the local distribution depots will be discontinued to
families living within the corporate limits of Rockland.

Participation in the plan is

entirely voluntary.
Householders getting assistance in the form of cash may buy orange colored

food stamps and will be given blue surplus food stamps at the rate of one free blue

The Farmer Benefits
With the Stamp Plan the Farmer acquires a new market
for surplus farm products in Rockland. By helping the
Farmer you help yourself.

the corporate limits of Rockland.

The Retailer Benefits

get $1.50 worth of food for each $1.00 they spend for stamps.

The Retailer gets a greater volume of profitable business
due to additional purchasing power of participating fami
lies. All food is sold at regular retail prices, the same as for
cash. Those Retailers who have failed to sign and turn in
their pledge cards are urged to do so immediately.

$6.00 worth of orange stamps will receive $3.00 worth of free blue stamps in addi

The Consumer Benefits
Orange stamps will purchase any food product sold in re
tail stores for human consumption. Blue stamps will pur
chase only surplus foods designated by the Secretary of the
Department of Agriculture.
Rockland Food Retailers are glad to support their Government's Stamp Plan
and have agreed to co-operate. Food Retailers are now prepared to accept Orange
and Blue food stamps instead of cash for food purchases. If you are eligible to se
cure these stamps, you will find that you can get full value for them at any Food
Store in the City of Rockland.

All Families Receiving Public Assistance in the Following Categories and Who Live in Rockland
May Be Certified As Eligible To Participate In the Stamp Plan.
•
*

City Relief.
W. P. A. Workers.
State Relief.

stamp for every two orange stamps purchased.

•
•

Old Age Assistance (except one-person families).
Aid To Dependent Children.
Aid To the Blind.

Orange and blue stamps can be exchanged for food at any retail food store within
Householders buying food stamps will be able to
A family entitled to

tion, making a total purchasing power of $9.00 for that family.
A purpose of the Plan is to provide a better balanced diet for families not hav

ing enough money to buy farm products in the quantity and variety necessary.

Tho

Stamp Plan makes possible a greater amount and a wider choice of surplus commodi
ties by permitting Stamp Users to go direct to a retail food store and select the foods

they want.

Both Orange and Blue Stamps have the same value of twenty-five cents

each.

The surplus commodities shown here comprise the current list.

These products

are purchased by the retailer from his wholesaler who gets them from his supplier.

They are the same products sold to cash customers and are sold at the same price.
Familiarize yourself with this list.

Get your stamps from the Stamp Issuing Office located at City Hall, Spring Street,

Rockland.

Trade with any retail store in Rockland.

Buy as if you were buying for

cash.

If you are eligible and dn nol receive your identification card, get in touch with the Overseer of thc Poor, located in
thc ( ily Ilall. Spring Street, Rockland. Your money in food stamps will buy more food and will help the nation's farm
ers at the same time.

Stamps Will Be Issued Only to Eligible Families at the Stamp Issuing Office Located at City
Hall. Hours 9:30 to 12 fl. and 1 to 3:30 P. M. on Weekdays and 9:30 to 12 M. on Saturday

Surplus Foods Committee of Rockland
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Pendleton-McNamara Wedding in Camden

OCl ETY.
Miss Priscilla Lovejoy oi Stoneleigh College is the guest oi her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F.
Ixtvejoy. The trip irom Rye Beach,
N. H., took ten hours, nearly twice
the usual time, due to the severe
storm.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Anderson
ntcrtained Thanksgiving Day at a
amily dinner party at their home
n State street. Present were Mt.
nd Mrs. Ruel H. Anderson and
□ns Ruel and Richard oi Freeport,
ir. and Mrs. Herbert L. Anderson
nd daughters Betty and Jean and
4r. and Mrs. Herbert L. Anderson
d and son Herbert 3d of Bath, Mr.
nd Mrs. O. L. Sumner ofAugusta,
ir. and Mrs. Norman R. Kalloch
nd Miss Ruth Anderson.

Mr. and Mrs. A L. Shute were
guests Thanksgiving Day at the
heme of Mr and Mrs Perley Nash
in Cushing. Mrs. Shute is a sister
cf Mrs. Nash.

Miss Shirley Stanley cf Gorham
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow had
lormal School is spending the holi- as holiday guests thelr daughter,
ay vacation at her home.
Miss Nancy Snow of Farmington
Normal School, Mr. and Mrs. John
Miss Ellen J. Cochran had as I. Snow apd Elon Gilchrest.
ollday guests Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Alfred Greenlaw of New Britain,
.cdlen and daughter Edna of Blue
Conn, ls the guest of hls parents,
Iill.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Greenlaw. He
MLss Charlotte Buffum and Mrs. was accompanied from Boston by
''.a:ence Mun-.ey w;!! be co-chair* Luther Blckmore. who is visiting his
len of thc Circle supper Wednes- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry P.
"y night at 6.15 at the Congress Blckmore.
ional Church. Housekeepers will
Announcement has come to
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. A.
Jones, Mrs. Nell A. Fogg. Mrs. friends in Rockland of the mar
’red Trecartin, Mrs. Fred Black, riage of Samuel Watson Gillespie
drs. Lloyd Lawrence, Mrs. Joseph to Louise .daughter of Mrs. William
mery, Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy, Mrs. Edwin Mikell of Statesbury, South
Mrs.
Gillespie, the
lettie B Frost, Mrs. Hervey Allen, Carolina.
11 ■ John Pomeroy and Mrs. mother of the groom is a niece of
Miss Alice Chase Erskine and
harles Rcse.
spent last Summer in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. George Huntley had with her, aunt on Beech street.
guests Thanksgiving Day, Mr
The Rockland Garden Club con
id Mrs. Leon Fickett, and daugh■rs, Arlene, Helen, Beverly, and cluded the Fall season by entertain
ing the Camden Garden Club and
lanita, also Miss Edith Riley.
featuring Mrs. Burton L. Preston,
A surprise birthday party was who lectured on "Christmas Bou
iven Mrs. Helen Seavey Wednes- quets and Arrangements;' Mfls.
iy night at her home on Court Preston's talk was ably given and
reet. Friends who surprised her was very instructive in the art of
ere Mrs. Evelyn Mosher, Mrs. making wreaths, sprays and unusual
Etha Athern .Mrs. Madeline Cha- Christmas decorations. Her fin
es Mrs. Merle Hill, Mrs. .Velma ished works formed the Yuletide
wzer, Mrs. Ruth Huntley, and spirit for the afternoon. An added
iss Dorothy Choate. The evening attraction on the program was the
as spent playing cards and beano. beautiful soprano voice of Miss
Lotte McLaughlin, accompanied
mcheon was served.
by Mrs. Dana S Newman, who gave
Chapin Class will be entertained several delightful numbers. The
uesday night at the church par- following officers acted as hostesses.
irs by Mrs, Sidney Copeland.
Mrs Donald H. Fuller, Mrs Harris
Cram. Mrs. David S. Beach, Mrs H
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper C. Allen, Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy and
r., and three sons were guesta Mrs. Dana S. Newman.
lanksglving Day of Mrs. Sleeper’s
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Rust Jackson
The final concert in the series
Norway.
sponsored by the Brunswick Con
cert Association of which Prof.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak and Frederic Tillotson of Bowdoin Col
m Thomas cf Orond are holiday lege is president, takes place there
nd weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. next Monday at 8.15 p. m. and will
maid Kelsey.
present the Trapp Family, one of
the most unique concert attractions
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller before the public today. It has a
ad as supper guests Wednesday record of over 600 concerts ln Eu
ening Mrs. W. O. Fuller and rope and America to Its credit In
lighter Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook addition to their skill in singing,
;1 Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster each member of the family play
nd daughter LcuLse who were on cne cr two old instruments.
icir wav to Ntwr.i-’le icr th'' The prcgram which Prof. Tillothanksgiving event at the Fo i : sen has furnished shows that there
mily home.
wlll be early chorals, madrigals, and
well beloved songs by the great
A .special lot of Fall coat', both classic and romantic composers,
ir trimmed and plain, at sharply sung in Italian. German French and
duced prices have been received English. It is said that their sing
t Lucien K Green Ac Son and ing of “Silent Night' is an experi
urdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows ence alone worth hearing. Under
lock, 16 School street, Rockland, Prof. Tillotson's inspired leadership,
acv.
137-tf Brunswick is fast becoming a not
able music center in Maine. With
Brunswick such a short distance
NANO LESSONS away, local music lovers should
A CHRISTMAS GIFT
make a special effort to attend this
Tn Your Child
concert. More detail of the con
; One-half Hour—I Free Lessons cert, prices, etc., may be obtained
MABEL F.LAMB
by
ccmmunicating wlith Mrs.
JL 1026,
ROCKLAND Gladys S. Heistad, Rockport (tel.
142-154 I Camden 24321.

Good News For Christmas Shoppers
New Low Prices

on

Fuller Brushes

Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now

2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

I

DR. E. W. LAZELL

I MRS. HENRY E. COMINS

The following obituary mention
j The death of Mrs. Henry E.
is from an Oregon newspaper
Comins: which was briefly andated Oct. 8:
' nounced In the preceding issue of
"Funeral services for Dr. Ellis W
this newspaper brought deep sorLazell, chemical engineer and au
thority on building materials who
died Oct. 5 were held in Finley’s
chapel.
Dr. Lazell leaves his
widow, Virginia and a brother,
Theodore at Cambridge. Mass.
Dr. Lazell was born in Philadel
phia, Oct. 11, 1863. He attended
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
By K. S. F.
and later the University of Goet
tingen. Germany, from which he
obtained his doctors degree. Dr.- Pred Trecartin knows how to raise
Lazell was associated in a number turkeys lhat can make those Ver.
of large concerns in the East for a ,nont specialists sit up and take no
period of /ears, was on the faculty t'Ce. His birds never touched ground
of Washington university, in St. with their dainty feet from the time I
Louis, and New Hampshire State
talked cu? Of the egg shell and ‘
college for a time befcre he came j can say £ never ate a better
to Oregon in 1912. He was a past Thanksgiving turkey than the one
president of the Oregon Agate and we were fortunate to get from Fred.
Mineral society and an author of ,
• . • .
numerous publications on building: Can nnyone tell a bctter way t0
materials.
(get ketcjiup than spaniting the
The cremated remain.? were in- bottle untl, y0llr hgnd bs led?
terred yesterday afternoon ln the
* ♦ • •
Gen. Jonathan P. Cilley family
The latest thing in shutters in
lot at Thomaston.
side blinds are made so that when
Mrs. Henry F„ Comins
they are closed the window space
Miss Blanche Ingraham was holi is one grand mirror, and it has the
day guest of Mrs. Carrie Waltz.
row to a wide circle of friends,
most lovely effect on the room.
• • • •
including the many who had at
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan
Two Western farmers met in town tended Her schools. Funeral serv
had as dinner guests Thanksgiving after a cyclone had hit tne coun
ices were held yesterday afternoon,
Day, Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Harriman tryside.
and daughters Carolyn and Sandra
"Yes, it was tlie queerest storm with a large attendance and a
and Miss Alice McIntosh.
I ever encountered. By the way. remarkable display of floral off
Hank, was that new barn of yours erings. Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe
officiated.
The interment was
Miss Margaret Adelaide McNa blue taffeta and carried yellow Music. The groom is a graduate
Charles E. Bicknell was home injured any?’’
in Achorn cemetery.
mara. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ar chrysanthemums and the brides of Camden High School, the Lincoln from Manchester. N. H., to sprthd “I can’t rightly say. I ain't found
Maude Smith Comins was born
maid (a cousin of the bride) Miss Machine Company of Boston and Thanksgiving with his mother. Mrs. it yet.”
thur McNamara of Melrose. Mass., Marilyn Cripps was gow’ned in pink is now employed in Hyde Park.
in
Rockland, daughter of James
•
*
•
•
Frances Bicknell.
and Louise Paul Smith.
and Robert Austin Pendleton, son taffeta with yellow chrysanthe
A reception attended by about
And now another of the old landShe began teaching nearly 38
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pendleton mums.
100 was given in the Church par
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blackington' marks of New York has vanished,
of Hosmer Pond, Camden, were *^he bride's mother wore plum lors where the couple received con-1 of Bangor spent Thanksgiving in' That is Tin Pan Alley which te no years ago, her flrst school being in
united in marriage in the Monu crepe and had a shoulder corsage gratulations and refreshments of this city. Mr. Blackington ls on the more. Melodies may be written Cushing, where she remained a
ment Square Methodist Church, at and the groom's mother was attired ice cream, cake, cookies etc. were news and photographic staff of the about it but the place has vanished year. JTie following year she
taught in Thomaston and then
3 o'clock Thanksgiving afternoon. 1 in Soldier blue with a similar cor served Traditional wedding cake Bangor Commercial.
• • • •
With wedding music, played by sage. The three grandmothers wore was passed and the bride's cake was
Well, well|
Out in Ottawa, joined the teaching staff of the
Rockland schools, where she had
Phillip Pendleton, brother ol the I corsages also. The best man was made by Alta Pendleton. The
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin C. Ramsdell, Kansas, wooden nickels are in drShe was at
groom, the ceremony was performed Clifford Taylor and the ushers were Guest Book was in charge cf Mrs. left yesterday for Coral Gables, Fla., J eulat.on. Merchants are handing
Benner Hill —
one year; Crescent
Robert Rankin of Melrose, Stephen Clarence Taylor.
by Rev F. E. Smith of Rockport.
pausing briefly in Massachusetts th?m out to advertise a festival street, one year; four years at
Mrs. Pendleton's geing away dress
The bride, given in marriage by Gross cf Hartford. Conn., and Ed
It must be a (estival of music, pos
for
a visit with their daughter.
Purchase street and the remain
her father, wore a gown which she win Annis and Douglas Fuller, both was black crepe over a blue blouse,
sibly a nickelodlan party.
der of the time at the second
a black coat with Leopard fur trim
designed and made of white satin of Camden.
Everett IL Hobbs and family of s,
rl and’
’ at homc
grade in the McLain building,
The bride graduated from Melrose ming. Leopard hat and muff. She'
with Nylon lace veil and carried a
bridal bouquet of white roses and High School, Massachusetts Schcol wore a corsage of Talisman roses. Hope were Thanksgiving guests »tlchrl8ttnas B ncar and its no llme where she was principal several
years.
sweet yeas. The matron of honor. of Art and studied violin at the The couple will make their home the home of Henry H. Payson.
to roam.
She was a member of the Uni
Mrs. Robert Rankin of Melrose wore New England Conservatory of in Boston.
Do your shopping at home.
versalist parish; the Women’s soMr. and Mrs. Ernest Gray had as
dinner guests Thursday Mr. and
Blshop William T Manning was 1 clety of the church and the Chapin
J. P. Harriman is spending the I Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. Brown
Mr and Mrs. Nestor Brown and
Mrs. Fred Jordan and sons "Buddy" born in England and came to 1 class. Mrs. Comins was a past
holiday recess with his mother. Mrs were holiday guests ot Mr. and Mrs. sen Richard spent the holiday ln
Freeman A Brown of Vinalhaven.
Lewiston as guests of Mr. and Mrs. and ’’Billy," Mr. and Mrs Clifford 1 America with hls parents when he president and a past secretary of
A. B. Morin in South Boston.
Dennison and son Clayton, Mr. and! was 16.
I Ihe Shakespeare society.
Clarence F Brown.
Mts.
Arthur
Jordan
and
son
Charles
....
Survivors, besides her husband
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Edwards and
Miss Gladys Chapman of the
of Bucksport, Mr. and Mrs. Willis I If the waters of Alaska contain are two sistes. Mrs. Clarence H.
children Edwin Jr.. Nathalie, How MethcJist Hospital Training School
Mrs. Addie Brown will go to
ard and Corinne and Guy Nicholas in Pniiadelphla, is the guest of Camden Monday night where she Sullivan. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald i over 100 species of foed fish that Shaw of Bridgeport. Conn., and
ought to help greatly in their foot Mrs. James A. Lewis of Marion,
visited recently with Postmaster her paiea’s, Mr. and Mrs. Vernal will inspect Canton Molineaux Aux- and William Gray.
problem, and tlie fur bearing ani- Mass ; a brother, Ralph A. Smith
Frank Madden and family in Skow- ' Chapman for a few dp.js.
‘iliaiy. Mrs. Brown is Association
mate do much in keeping them of Rockland; three nephews, James
hegan.
EAST WALDOBORO
I vice president.
warm.
| M. Lewis ar.d Paul C. Lewis of
Miss Ruth Packard and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. I. H Pierce of Au
• ' • •
Marlon Mass., and Robert A,. Smith
Mrs Harriet Hunt of Portland Is Nathalie Edwards were hostesses
A late comer at the circus pushed ' of Rockland, and two nieces,
Mrs Joseph Flynn and Charles gusta ar.d friend of Togus. Mr. and
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles Tuesday night, at a shower party
Mrs. Albert Shuman of North Wal
A Marstaller at the Northend Bap honoring Mrs Dorothy Black Noyes, Doherty of Brookline, Mass., were doboro, also Wilbur Stratton and his way to the seat, and turning,' Leuise M. Smith and Corinne A.
said, "Did I tread on ycu. old man?" , Smith, both of Rockland.
holiday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
tist parsonage.
Miss Beverly Bowden and Miss
Otto Bowden, Jr., of Fort McKinley,
Old man: "‘It must have been |
Barbara Bodman Others present James Doherty.
were recent guests at O. Bowden's. you. All tlie other elephants are in !
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Man were the Misses Barbara Murray,
Mrs. George Moody and daughter the circus.”
chester were guests of Mrs. Guy E. Mary Cress, Victoria Anastasio.
Carl Holt of Portsmouth, R. I.,
Haraden Wednesday. They were Evelyn Barter and Mrs. Donald and Edward Goldthwaite of New Mildred of Rockland were recent
Walt Ditney has said of hte pic
callers at Mrs. N. S Reever’s,
accompanied home by Miss Leona Saunders.
Many beautiful gifts port. R. I., and Biddeford- were
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott were ture, "Fantasia,’’ "Of course people ‘
Wellman who will visit with them were received by the honor guests, overnight guests last night of Mr.
will think me a fool but I do not
at Northeast Harbor fcr the week and a social evening was enjoyed.
andlMrs. James Doherty, after a Rockport visitors Tuesday.
care
if this picture brings me no
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowers and
end.
I week's hunting trip at Sunnyside,
money.”
daughter
Ava
of
Winthrop,
Mass.,
,
Ellsworth
and
Otis.
Mr.
Holt
e e e e
Nlraciiis Pellicane h-.s retun’.'-d
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Wight
came home with a buck that Upped were guests Sunday at Charles
Forty-eight hours oi freshness are
arrived Thursday from Philadel from Niva Scotia, whe/r ho spent the scales at 180 pounds, and Mr. Bowers'.
a w«j.k cn business for Algin Cor
given to strawberries that • are
phia called by the death of the
Miss Marjory Turner spent last tieated with carbon dioxide from
Goldthwaite got a 155-pound doe.
poration
former's father. Fred W. Wight.
weekend with relatives in Augusta. lour to seven hours. And that is
They found the traveling ex
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Winchen- what Ls tlie matter with those
Miss Carol Ann Wolcott went
The Knox Hospital Auxiliary will I baugh
tremely hazardous on account of Wednesday to Waterville to visit her
of Back Cove and Mr Mershipped-in berries.
hold
its
monthly
meeting
Tuesday
To Relieve Misery oi Colds
the heavy snowfall, but conditioas aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
j rill of Hallowell were recent callers
• • e e
at
The
Nurses
Home,
while
tea
is
improved as they reached their Strong.
Mothers everywhere are discov
| at L. I. Mank ..
Writes a dejected poet to the edi- |
being served a "Be Your Age” bank
ering how easy lt is to relieve
native Strte.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Charles
L.
May
of
tor'
”
1
sadly
regret
that
wh'.le
my
misery of colds with a "VapoRub
will be passed.
Miss Eleanor Hall of St. Joseph's
Methuen were guests last wcek- verse teems only a verse to me, it
Massage"-relleve coughing, mus
Junior Woman s Club will meet Academy, Portland is spending the 1
cular soreness or tightness.
j end at G. J. Mank’s. Mrs. D. M is plain that you are averse to it.” |
Ruth Nichols home from Kent's
at Mrs. Jane Hall's Monday at 8. holiday recess at her home on
With this more thorough treat
• • • •
Hill for the holiday, had es guests | Jones, Mrs Jennie Cross and Will
ment, the poultlce-and-vapor
The assisting hostesses ■will be Ocean street.
Jones
of
Hampden
have
also
been
Very
soon
Miss
Liberty
will
figure
action of Vicks VapoRub more
Miss Louise Welch of Upton. Mass..
Misses Margaret Adams and Bar
effectively PENETRATES irritated air
over the entrance to the new world,
guests at the Mank home.
Bryant
Fields
and
Thomas
Renter
bara Blaisdell. There will be a
passages with soothing medicinal
The Women's Mission Circle of
Mrs. E. M. Dudley and daughters and in a better setting and decidedvapors ... stimulates chest and
Christmas prcgram consisting of: the Universalist Church will meet of Revere. Mass.
Helen and Leona of Portland re ly more fitting to her official .'land
back like a warming poultice or
Christmas Medley, piano, Dorothy Wednesday at 2.30 o'clock in the j
plaster... STARTS REUEVINC misery
cently passed a few days with Mr. ing as the national monument of
Lawry; Christmas carol, voice, church vestry. The program will1 Miss Gertrude Waltz spent the
right away I Results delight even
Liberty. Much work of tearing
and Mrs. J. A. Rines.
Ruth Hoch; origin of Christmas, include special music ’The Current holiday in Dresden.
old friends of VapoRub.
down and building up, taking away
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivan
Scott
were
In
TO OET a "VapoRub Massage”
Anita Dean; origin of Christmas Religious Events of the Month" pre- j
tlie natural charm and boldly build
with all Its benefits - massage
card, Doris Merriam; origin of sented by Mrs. Etta Stoddard, quo-1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Gregory | Lewiston Wednesday.
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Watson of ing new lawns and parks, modern
Christmas tree. Dorothy Thcmas; tations frem the Book of Proverbs entertained their Sunday School
PORTANT RIB-AREA OP BACK
j Bath were callers Sunday at L. L. structures cf housing a museum
original Af Christmas card. Ger given as response to roll call and classes at a "Gang Busters" party
as
well as throat and chest —
and administration offices. This
spread a thick layer on chest,
trude Heal: origin of Santa Clause, | as guest speaker, Rev. C. A. Mars- Friday night at their home on j Mank's.
wo
k,
as
mapped
out,
te
expected
lo
Mrs. Nellie Reever is in Mass
cover with a wanned cloth. BE
Julia Litt’efield; origin of Yule j taller. Relief sewing and a social Broadway.
Upon arrival each
SURE to use genuine, time-tested
take about five years. Thus the
Log. Ruth Mazzeo; and chorus j hour will follow the program. Hos- i guest entered the "Bureau of Iden achusetts where she will spend the Goddess will reign in a new and
VICKS VAPORUB.
singing of Christmas carols. Mem tesses for this meeting will be Mrs, ! tification" for finger [irinting and winter with relatives.
Mrs. O. Bowden and daughter polished modern setting and may,
bers are reminded of the silver Irene Walker, Mrs. Gertrude Pay- j photographing, the latter making
Caroline
called Wednesday at Alfred be an Improvement.
collection for the golden jubilee of son, Mrs. Emma Hall, Mrs. Florence up the “Rogues Gallery” late in
• • • •
Federation of Women's Clubs, and Lovejcy, Mrs P auline Gregory. the evening. Games suitable to the Little’s in Bristol.
The State tax assessors’ depart
are also asked to take gifts for Mrs. Florence Pike, Miss Alice Ful- ' occasion were enjoyed and refresh
ment recently announced that
Chiirtmas baskets.
ments served by "rookies" Dorothy
ler and Miss Carrie Sherrills.
Maine’s gasoline tax receipts of
Kennedy, Barbara Lassell and Ruth
Just in Time for
over $5,COO,COO for the first ten
Graves.
Others present were
month? this year represented an in
"Detectives” Dorothy Goodnow.
Sunday and Monday
crease of over $200,000 over total in
SUN.-MON.-TUES
CHRISTMAS
Peggy Havener. Dorothy Trask’,
come last year.
• • • •
TYRONE
Beverly Havener. June Chatto, Lil
SPECIH
.
lian Savage, Harriet Clark. Edith
So White linen damask te the
Clark, Bertha Coombs, Bill Hop
martest thing again for your table,
COMBINATION OFFER
DON’T DELAY! BUY NOW!
kins. Albert Hallowell. Richard
but you can use the lovely colors if
WHILE TIIE SELECTION IS
Simmons, Brad Ames, Clarence
you wish and not get sent out of the
in tha most famous
COMPLETE!
de Rochemont, Harrison Dow and >. *39:’s
country and we are happy over that
of all acreen rolaa!
Herbert Ellingwood.
fact.
We have the largest-ever as
• • • •
Terms $3.95 down,
$3.20 monthly
The chief glory of every people sortment of Personal Christmas
Here are (wo modern servarises from its authors," said Sam Cards at this office, priced at
ants which will do every
uel Johnson.
only—
important cleaning duty for
• • • •
many years to come. In
20 for $1.00
cludes Motor-driven brush
"It's an ideal match, I think."
SATURDAY, NOV. 30
floor cleaner and Handy.
"Now what makes you think.
25 for $1.00
East Times Today
that?"
Cash Night—Come, Collect
50 for $1.00
• Well, he has plenty oi money
On Stage Saturday Evg. Only
and she knows how to spend it."
All one design—or assorted
• • • •
“Prairie Wranglers”
and the better class of cards at
They
can
’
t
have
too
many
lebster
'
Songs by thc six men
prices exceptionally low!
rearing stations in Maine. Tlie1
Roy Rogers, Bob Steele
Gabby Hayes
world wants lobsters and the very
These Prices Include Name
Printed on Each Card
regular $16.95
rtqulir $39.95 best come from these cold waters, i
“Carson City Kid”
• • • •
Smarter than ever , . . and yet
The equity suit in Portland of the
“Grandpa Goes To Town”
Tuesday Only
. . . for all their warm cheer . . .
Lydia E. Pinkham Co. reminds this quality papers and matching en
The Higgins Family
CENTRA
GALE SONDEHGAARD • EUGENE PALLETTE
James
Russell,
Lucille
Gleason
writer
of
an
experience
I
had
some
velopes . . . they come to you
' J EDWARD BROMBERG • MONTAGU LOVE
MPAHY
POWE
Arturo Godoy, Maxie Rosenbloom
JANET BEECHER • ROBERT LOWERY
dozen or more years ago. I had put smartly boxed at 56 for $1.00 and
CHRIS PIN MARTIN »
an ad in The Courier-Gazette for
up. Postage 10 cents extra.
SUN.-MON, DEC. 1-2
A 20th CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
“maid wanted," a thing to do when
First and Oniy Showing in
Don’t wait! Come now while
one needs help. Soon there came
TODAY
Knox County
"NO TIME FOR COMEDY”
a handsome dark eyed girl to my
the selection is large. Samples
TEL. CAMDEN 2502
SIDNEY TOLER
"Angels Over Broadway”
JAMES STEWART
door, saying, “I am answering tlie
as "Charlie Chan
Doug. Fairbanks, Rila Hayworth
CHARLES A. LUNDELL ad in The Courier-Gazette for maid on display only at—
CAMDEN, ME.
wanted "
|TUES, DEC, 3—One Day Only
Buy Bonks of Theatre Tickets
“What te your name?” I asked,
Encyclopedia Night
Accordion
Lessons
For Christmas, Sl.OO and $2.25
and
to my astonishment, she said
[Technicolor’s Glorious Spectacle
Class or private lessons, latter at
Anne Neagal, Anton tValbrook
your home. Let me quote and with a very apologetic smile, "My
m
demonstrate new or used accor name te Lydia E. Pinkham, but
“Queen Of Destiny”
Week Days,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
dions.
112-lt most persons who do not know me
3.00. fi.30. 8.30
Sundays.
do not believe it, but it is.”

This And That

Now Use
Improved
Vicks Way

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
AND FOLDERS

Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
Brushes and your
choice of one can
of powder or tube
of tooth paste.

POWER

REGULAR VALUE

$J.34

now 99c
A Welcome amd Inexpensive Christmas Gift

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH
The invigorating bath and
shower brush everyone en
joys. Delightful for shampoo. .

./■

LINDA DARNELL
BASIL RATHBONE

COMPLETE

WITH TUBE

These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
can be obtained of vour Fuller Brush Dealer.
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL.431-W

Strand ®

AINF

The
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

Every-Other-Day

‘GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST”

Realm

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Music

Deer Isle history. The "Betsy,” gross
33 tons, was 87.7 feet long and
boasted a listed 180 horsepower.
The suggestion is made that
James I. Stinson of Stonington, who
has loaned several fine pictures for
use in this column, has some inter
esting sidelights on the "Ross” and
other Deer Isle steamers. The com
munication would be received with
pleasure.
• • • •
Little River Light at Cutler
"Ransom B Puller” bobs up again
and there is an interesting sugges
tion for those who appreciate the
GVLl.S AND THE SEA
sailed Monday. It is reported the
importance of preserving authentic
| For The Courier-Gazette]
schooner may be back again in
details in the appended letter from QuU»—grey winged beady eyed, alert. April.
and
shy.
Wm. King Covell of Newport, R. I.
Mr. and Mrs Andrew Lindstrom
On sea swept ledges watch incoming
—
, of Portland and their guests Mrs
"Captain Scott's remarks on the Seek tides
scraps of refuse tossing tn the
___
froth.
unma Kinney, daughters Elosia
condition of the "Fuller" after her

Here is the "Pelican on the trip that ushered in "The Dawn of a Greater
Rockland.” Aug. 28, 1919. Dawn" Shucks!

rebuilding are most interesting. I
am glad to stand corrected, in re
gard to her speed in particular. The
concensus of opinion seems to be
that, after being rebuilt, her speed
less than it had been originally
This stands to reason, for her en
gine was not changed and. although
of ample power for the boat as
no{ ywy grpat foj. a
jjCa^ oj
increased tonnage, de
spit* the possible advantage of the
enlargement producing a finer
model. From another angle, she
was considered about equal to the
“City of Bangor" and "City of
Rockland" in speed, as first built
This is but natural, as she was of
nearly the same tonnage and her
engine was by the same builder and

Cast out where Ashing boat at anchor -----------

rides.

A lone bird stalks along the waters
edge;
Where waves bedeck the sand In seafoam lace.
Or soars In lazy flight above the rest;
To swoop low. wings wide spread, In
natural grace
Wild things; for them the pulsing sea
Is home.
Their strange cry mingles wtth Its
crashing roar;
And Joins the wind that sweeps across
Its bays.
A plaintive sound, we hear them on
the shore!
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor

——

iy Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

PERSONAL STATIONERY

Mrt Simmons waa a member ol

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

tf
tf

tf

• 4 • •
EVENING NEWS FLASH
Snap shut the dial. Evening floods the
ro m
Suddenly with the small, familiar
noise
Of clattering pots, a slammed screen
door, the zoom
Of roller .•kates, bearing the neigh
bor’a bovs
In wild. FWlft calvacade. Intent to
meet Homecoming steps ulong the
quiet street.
Listen: the outraged air forgets the
news
A lawn m iwcr’s drone, a mother’s
supper call.
The s'mple sound effects all suburbs
use
Drift on the evening breeze
And
that is all—
That strange, sweet sound of living,
free of fear.
Making a music God leans down to
hear
—By Brooke Byrne In "Good House
keeping".

At the first full rehearsal of the "that it won t happen again." Mr.
Boston Symphony Orchestra as the Kuntz also played under Max
1940-41 season opened. Daniel Fiedler. Emil Paur and Karl Muck
Mr. Kuntz was concertmaster of
Kuntz of Boston, who played in the “Promenades" in the old Mu
the first violin section under Con sic Hall downtown frem May to
ductor George Henschel at the first September, 1886. These were the
concert in Boston Oct. 21. 1881. was forerunner of the present-day
honored for his long time mem "Pops". He was leader of the or
bership in the organization. As chestra for 22 Summers at Poland
guest of Dr. Koussevitzky at Sym Spring House; 17 Summers at the
• • • •
phony Hall marking the 60th Lake Placid Club. He also cor.duc- j
season of the famous orchestra, he ted the orchestra at the Repertory ' A small neighbor. Henry Eck
was introduced to the players and Theatre under the direction of man. aged 3. In a recent morning
call was much Interested In our
personally congratulated by Dr. Henry Jewett.
cat. Rusty. Henry was tcld "Hear
• • • •
Koussevitzky on his long years of
the kitty singing.” Henry was dis
service in music. Mr. Kuntz in
An invitation muslcale is being
his gracious response paid
pa
tribute given in Frye Hall. Portland, on gusted. "Tliat isn't singing you
to the high standard of the or- j the evening of Dec. 8. when Guy hear, that is his motor!"
chestra maintained under Dr.
Maier, and his wife. Lois Maier, 1
Koussevitzky's baton,
The or- I duo-pianists, will be the artists. ; MINTURN
chestra rose on Mr. Kuntz' depar i For many years Mr. Maier was as- ! Mrs. Elsie Bridges is spending
ture from the stage.
sociated with Lee Pattison. Ruth the holiday with her daugnter in
As Mr. Kuntz stood in the wings Thomas Collemer of Camden was Rockland.
recalling his early days with the at the New England Conservatory 1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gardner of
orchestra he told of that afternoon
of Music when both Guy Maier apd Rockland have been guests of Capt.
back in October. 1881. when half
[Lee Pattison were students there. J and Mrs. Lester Kent
a house, "and mostly schoolgirls." ]
Miss Lunette Stanley and Miss
giggled when the conductor stopped
John M. Yost, vice president and Vera Linscott cf Bar Harbor arc
the musicians fully 10 times in
the second movement of the First cashier of the First National Bank visiting. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
, of Pikeville, Ky.. belives that mu- Sprague of Stanley’s Point.
Symphony of Beethoven to correct
•sic and religion are good partners ' Mrs Coris Sprague has returned
ragged playing. Major Lee Higgin
in the banking business.
This from a visit in Portland.
son .founder of the orchestra, fin- '
bank is believed to be the only
Mrs Geneva Stinson has employ
ally sent word to the stage to
make no further halts during the I bar.k in the Country which has ment in Rcckland
Mrs Augusta Bridges, who is very
a pipe organ and chimes. Tlie
program The musicians Mr Kuntz,
music Is amplified by a public ad ill. observed her 77th birthday Sat
said, were all skilled players but
dress system and can be heard out urday.
inexperienced In playing together
Mrs Lester Kent went Monday
and had little spirit of ensemble in the rugged countryside. Every
morning at 8 39. a half hour before to Rockland.
He spoke of the earlier conduc
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Ncrwood en
tors of the 89's and up to 1914. when the bank's doors are open, employes
meet tor a short religions service, tertained at bridge Saturday night.
he resigned. He recalled that the
opened with a hymn and Scripture
Mrs. Abby Stanley is at South
first program was played at a "pub
reading, a song or two. and then west Harbor with her daughter.
lic rehearsal.' for which tickets
some poetry or an inspirational Mrs. Margaret Thomas who recent
were sold, on the afternoon of Oct.
A discussion of current ly underwent an operation at the
21. 1881. in Music Hall, in Hamilton talk.
events usually concludes the serv Bar Harber Hospital. Mrs Violet
Place, off Tremont street. So well
ice. The bank also owns two acres Dunham is caring for Mrs Stanley s
was this experimental orchestral
of land devoted almost exclusively hou'-e during her absence.
of 60 men received,that it was ac
Mrs. Harry Johnson is much imtive there for 19 years, or up to to a flower garden, from which
blossoms brighten the institutions proved from recent illness.
1900 when it moved into its per
manent home in Symphony Hall.
Speaking of former conductors.
No More Shopping "DAZE'
Mr Kuntz said that Her.srhel
though a fine musician, pianist,
'Before ChrWmas
singer and composer, was not an
Crispy fresh for the holiday, in
experienced cor.ductcr. Wilhelm
wondrous 1940 variety are glam
Oericke. conductor from 1884 to
orous, luxury gifts for every lady
1889. was a “drillmaster and a dison your list. See them in gay
ciplinariin"; Arthur Nikisrh < 1889disnlav.
19C3l a poet. Of Nikisch he re
called this bit; Nikisch demurred
when Kuntz asked permission to
be absent frem one Thursday re
A GIFT
hearsal explaining that lie planned
CERTIFICATE
cT1 $ BEAUTY SHOP
; to be married that day "But
Ask us about it
328 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND
promise me.” the conductor said.

. ,
..
.
,
1
knobs were the order of the das
No. 75
This "mopping up" period of Shipping was heavy and these ligh..
utilizing numerous steamers of ers played a highly important role
varying classes before swinging into in Rockland's marine life
The
the home stretch of "Steamboat good old "Sophia” is doing business
LITTLE RIVER
Days" continues. These boats fail at the same old stand today for the
to classify in any regular group, same ownership. Snow Marine Co.
It has been quite some tune, since
hence are presented at random in though her whistle is heard less freyou have heard from Little River, so
order net to detract from the final quently than in the busy years.
here Is our bit toward The Guardi
cruise down through the years on
ans' column
"Cornelia" formed another of
the “island boats.”
Capt. John I. Snow's epics. She
Everyone is fine down this way
• • • •
The weather has been quite cold
No boat ever received a more
the past few days.
vocitero’u welcome into Rockland
The two-master schooner "Rayo"
harbor than the steam trawler
is in the harbor, loaded with lum
"Pelican." harbinger of the East
ber from Apple River, N S. bound
Coast Fisheries fleet and of the
for Boston.
riotous boom days and their un
Neil Corbett is sawing pulpwood
happy sequel.
for Levi Servius
"Pelican Day” saw thousands as
Ruth Corbett has been employed J
sembled cn the waterfront and the
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Carle
ship received a well staged welcome
ton Meloon for three weeks. She
from sea and shore as she slowly
returned home today
wotked into her berth close to Till
Purcell Corbett passed his first '
son’s Wharf. Hours of celebration
physical examination for the Army
followed ushering in the great but
Stanley Johnson enjoyed a week's j
short lived boom of Rockland to
hunting with Purcell Corbett. He
ward the tep as the greatest Ashing
returned home with a fine deer.
pert of the United States.
Keeper W. W. Corbett of Little
Florence Corbett is spending the
River Light Station
“Pelican" was one of the 16 steam
Winter at home after being em
trawlers owned by the East Coast
ployed by Mrs. E Poster Clark at
Fisheries and operated out of Rock
Oquossac and F.orida as cook for Ella and Alice May and W. S. Robland. All were named for sea birds
thc last three years
jinson °{ St. Oeorge called on F. O
and minv are in operation today. Of
Mrs. Willie Corbett and daughter j H1't and family Sunday afternoon
the fleet. "Pelican" (two only of
Fi0rer.ee recently motored to MaMrs Robert Fickeit and daughter
wood* was built in 1919 in South
chias and Roque Bluffs.
' Elizabeth of Portland called SunPortland. All were about the same
Doris Ackley was overnight guest day on Mrs R T Sterling .Mr
dimensions, appearance and power.
of her friends Emily and Kathleen ar*d Mrs, Robert Sterling Jr. of
This soft toned picture of the "Betsy Ross" seems to fit that faithfu’ Corbett at the Light
“Pelican" for example, was of 379
I Portland were dinner guests.
gross tons. 150.4 feet long. 25 feet boat. Press reports show the "Betsy" added her voice to the welcoming
Mrs. Willie Corbett is caring for
wide and of 700 horsepower. The chorus on "Pelican Day"
the eight-months old daughter of NORTH HAVEN
other 14 were remodeled mine---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Mr and Mrs. Wyman Johnson Jr.
The Baptist pulpit Sqnday will
sweepers, built for the French gov- was wrecked in Boston harbor on of exactly the same dimensions and of Roque Bluffs as Mrs Johnson is be occupied by Rev. C. Seavens
eminent, but never used, due to the Pond Island and it took the well horsepower,
not able to care for her.
Eldredge. Worship will be at 11
ending of the war. They were 500 known Rockland wreck-master to
Mr. and Mrs Myron Corbett and o'clook. communion after the wor
"It would be interesting to learn
to 790 horsepower and some of them raise her and bring her here for re- how much change occurred in daughter Myrna spent Armistice ship; 'Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
are still in service. After the East conditioning. She was a fine. the
case of
the ‘Rockland Day with Mr Corbett's parents Mr. The evening service at 7.30 will be
Coast debacle the fleet rusted away powerful lighter as the picture would
d ,B
. d j
elr car’eers and Mrs Willie Corbett at the sta conducted by the young peoplee.
at Pulpit Harbor for some months indicate, so strong that she was ef The former, having a shorter tion.
Mrs. Winona Brown was a visi
awaiting disposal and most even fective for outside towing and even career, possibly did not show any
tor in Rockland recently.
tually found their way back into took one of the Thomaston square appreciable decline, but it is fairly PORTLAND HEAD
Leigh Witherspoon, Owen Quinn
the fishing industry. One is said riggers to New York. After serving
Mr and Mrs W C Dow called and Bonnie Quinn are on a huntcertain that the 'Bangor in her
to have been the "Penobscot" of this section for some time the
later days did not show very good Tucsday evening on Mis. R. T. Ster- > mg trip.
the ill starred Seaboard Navigation mighty Cornelia was sold in 1920
f Foy Brown sailed from New York
. ..
. .
.
.
. .. speed, whereas early photographs of Ung. _ ... . . . ' _ ..
__
Co. which operated Boston to to Havana interests and made the her
indicate just the opposite. In Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant daugh- ! Monday on the Vnited Fruit
Bangor for two seasons, and two trip under her own steam.
deed. I believe it is on record that ters Patricia and Earlene called steamer. S.S, Chiriqui. the route
thus far have gone overseas for
One of the’bes’t known of the lhc/Bangor.' in her early days. Tuesday evening on the Hilt family. | which will take him to Havana.
min? sweeping service in the pres
Mrs. R T. Sterling was recent' chrtstobal and Puerto Barios.
"O" boats of Stonington was the ma^
»,^5sage 'W™'
ent war.
....
"Betsy Ross." predecessor of the corded between Rockland and Bos- luncheon guest at the home of Mrs. Guatemala. Mr Brown may remain in Chnstobal ter a brief stop
of course, the old Walter Trefethen in Portland
There is something strongly ap- present "Eugenie Spofford," though
Mr.- F O Hilt and Miss N. H. over and will return by the way of
pealing about this picture of the much smaller. The "Betsy Ross" 'direct' or outside course. A Just Kinney were in Portland Tuesday Havana. He expects to be home
Rockland steam lighters "Sophia" was not impressive as to size or ’comparison
, could be trade with the afternoon
' around pec. 15. While on his trip
and “Cornelia." This picture was 1 power, but she was thoroughly de- 'Camden and 'Belfast' only by
R T. Sterling was recent dinner | he plans to visit his son, Paul who
j
comparing
their
performance
ove:
made in the boom days of 1919 when pendable, her stack with its white
guest abcard the Schr. Albert F. ] is in Panama City.
Tillson's Wharf flowed with milk "G" left a plume of smoke J the same route with that of the Paul of Baltimore. The Paul has i
____________
'Bangor.
’
iLet
us
hope
that,
if
and honey, and gold plated door-1 through many pleasant years of
records of the performance of these been discharging a cargo of south- COURIER-GAZETTE AVANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
boats exist, comments on them will ern hard pine in Portland and!
be forthcoming.
"One other thing that it would
be most desirable to find is the
builder’s drawings for these vessels y
Such drawings must have been tf
THE LATEST VOGUE IN
ft
made. I trust someone somewhere I
has them in safe keeping The hull
ft
tf
lines alone would be interesting tc
study, but if sections structural de tf
For Men and Women
tail, deck plans, details of Joiner t
work, and the like are preserved, it I
is to be hoped that they may eventu t
With Paper and Envelopes to match
ally be placed in the hands of some
Your
name and address or monogram printed
museum for safe keeping. Thr tf
firm of William McKie. I believe tf
$
on each
went out of existence some year? tf
ago. Perhaps such records were
In Several Designs and Colors of Ink and Paper
then lost or scattered. I trust not tf
Printed on Folded or Flat Sheets
Another firm which produced
tf
number of wooden sidewheel steam tf
boats was the New England Ship
building Company, of Bath. Per tf
haps drawings of their vessels like tf
wise are still in existence. Anyone tf
formerly connected with these ves
tf
sels or living nearby, who could in
tf
vestigate
this
matter,
would
be
in

•Sophia" and “Cornelia” are tied up side by side with the mighty
"Cornelia” on the inside. The dock, new in the picture, has now fallen strumental in saving material of the tf
highest historical importance."
to decay. A11 today’s pictures from Pierre Havener, Jr.
tf
Ttf
THIS IS MY COUNTRY
the First Chuich of Christ Scien
SOUTH THOMASTON
tist in Rockland. She was also a This Is my country where the pointed tf
Mrs. Zebcdee Simmons
member of Forget-Me-Not Chap Climbsflr from the sea and Irom the tf
laughing foam.
Mrs. Lena Simmons, widow of ter. O.Efl. and of the Outing Club. And here
forever music, the whisperer. tf
Christian Science funeral serv Calls the proud ships up through the
Zrbedee Simmons, of South Thom
tf
gullies
home
aston. died Nov. 20. at the home ices were held at the Burpee Fu And here forever on the shingle cries
neral
Home
Nov.
23.
conducted
by
The restless water and the shell is tf
of her sister. Mrs. George F.
tossed.
Bowers, in Winthrop. Mass., after Harold Spear. Interment was in j And ever here across the drifting skies tf
The sea gulls wander, but are never tf
a short illness. She was born in South Thomaston.
lost.
The deceased is survived by three
South Thomaston May 16, 1859.
my country; the feet running tf
Makes an excellent and useful Christmas or
and was a daughter of William R , sisters. Mrs. L. S. Babb and Mrs. I This Is
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Come to Bangor and see

FREESE’S
CHRISTMAS
WONDERLAND
AT CHRISTMAS TIME—THE SHOW SPOT OF MAINE .

See the biggest and finest display
of Christmas decorations in all of New
England — a huge store bright with
thousands of electric lights—six floors
of Christmas cheer inside and out—
’sixty three complete departments pack
ed with thousands of Christmas gifts
from roof to cellar!
People marvelled at Freese’s Christmas Wonderland last year! This year
it is more spectaculur than ever before. Don’t miss itBE SURE TO SEE
Santa Claus . . . The Moving Picture Machine . . . Flipo The Dog . . . and The Roll
over Cat in Freeze’s Huge Toyland . . . Radio City on Freese's Fourth Floor of
Home Furnishings . . . The Handkerchief City on Freese’s Street Floor . . . The
Electrical Gift Shop in Freese’s Pickering Square Store, and dozens of other mar
velous Christmas features!

See our 31 brilliant display windows ablaze with lights — and crammed with
Christmas gifts for all the family.

